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NOTES BY THE WAY.

Lately wo happened upon a little book entitled, 
“Indestructibility, one of the Great Truths proclaimed by 
Nature and Science traced throughout Surrounding Things 
from a Bit of Coal up to the Soul of Man.” It is a title 
the length of which reminds us of those quaint political and 
religious pamphlets so plentiful in the seventeenth century. 
As a matter of fact, the hook was published in 1854 by a 
firm of publishers probably now extinct, E. Groombridge 
& Sons, London. Now, 18,54 sounds like the dark ages in 
these advanced days—to the younger generation at least. 
But even sixty years ago, when materialism was rampant, 
there were those who could advance scientific arguments 
for the survival of man. The author starts with his “ bit 
of coal” which he transmutes, in the literary sense, for 
convenience, into an ounce of charcoal, and then proceeds' 
to demonstrate the indestructibility of matter:—

To the patient and humble man of science who demands to 
know its nature, matter, with trumpet tongue, replies, “I 
change, but still I am.” That which to the ignorant seems death 
and destruction is but a change into a newer state of being or 
into a newer form of life.

The author (Mr. Henry G. Cooper) then considers the 
indestructibility of the imponderables, Heat, Light, and 
Electricity, and, after exhausting this theme—so far as the 
purposes of his book are concerned—passes to a considera
tion of the “Indestructibility of the Conscious Principle 
called the Soul ”:—

The principle is so subtle that we cannot examine it in its 
separate state; it eludes our grasp. But fortunately we have 
ample proof of its existence. . . . All that we of our own obser
vation know is, that the principle now exists within us, that it is 
now taking cognisance of things around it.

The author is fully alive to the power of tho material
istic thought by which he is surrounded:—

Men of science have almost, if not quite, ignored the 
conscious principle. Their minds have been so much occupied 
with the great discoveries that have been made with respect to 
matter and the imponderables—heat, light and electricity—that 
they have failed to look beyond. They have ascribed to matter 
and the imponderables powers most astounding. They have 
even supposed that matter and the imponderables, in certain 
combinations, as seen in the animal frame, can generate a new 
power or principle—the power or principle of consciousness in 
man. They seem to overlook tho fact that all their scientific, 
knowledge is opposed to such a supposition. For science teaches 
that no thing, power or principle is created, but that it existed 
before.

In those days a man arguing for immortality, on 
scientific instead of on theological lines, might have been 

very much in the nature of “ a voice crying in the wilder
ness.” But the author of the book has been amply justified 
since his day. The evidences for immortality (or at least 
for “human survival”) have accumulated tremendously 
since then on the experimental as well as on the philo
sophical side. As regards the question of immortality, it 
is true that (as Dr. Abraham Wallace pointed out at a 
recent meeting of the Alliance) immortality is not proved. 
But we would ask, how it is to be proved ? The only con
clusive proof is that a man shall have lived for ever. 
And when he has lived for ever---- ? It is like one of the 
old Greek sophisms. To us it seems reasonable to suppose 
that the soul, having survived the shock of physical 
dissolution, is proof against any changes that it may 
encounter thereafter. We turn to Andrew Jackson Davis’s 
volume, “The Present Age and Inner Life.” Having dealt 
in the earlier chapters of the book with inferential proof of 
individual immortality, A. J. Davis proceeds to the “ more 
certain proofs”—the principles of Nature, and in the 
chapter on “Phenomena of the Spiritual Spheres” he 
develops an argument too long to reproduce here (we refer 
our readers to the book itself in the library of the Alliance) 
and we content ourselves with a brief excerpt:—

Where, let me ask, is the power superior in attraction to the 
affinities which cluster round its own centrality 1 ... I 
reply, yourself. Your central attraction, the ambition you feel 
to be a selfhood—this is the demonstration of your immortality I

• » • *

The subject of healing being one of the practical issues 
of the spiritual movement of to-day we naturally pay special 
attention to it when, we meet with anything, whether in 
the facts or the literature of the subject, that may be 
suitable for our columns. We meet in our reading with a 
large amount of repetition, of facile assertion and rather 
cloudy metaphysics. In the “Observer” recently, there 
hss been a discussion on the subject of Science and 
Miracles,” with special allusion to cases of “miraculous" 
cures of disease. And we were struck by the strength of 
the pro-miracle party. The question of the cures at 
Lourdes is regarded by one correspondent as outside the 
pale of’science. The cures are facts; therefore, not being 
able to explain them scientifically, he claims that the hand 
of the “Lord of Life” is at work, restoring what he 
created.” The writer in question makes a distinct point 
when he remarks that this explanation is accepted with 
full assent by distinguished men of science and adds:—

There is no greater name in modem science than that of 
Pasteur. He was a believer in the Catholic doctrine of miracles.

• • • •

To us one of the most striking letters was that of Mr. 
H. Stanley Hedgrove, who, replying to one of the correspon
dents on the sceptical side, points out that the phrase used 
by this unbeliever, “ the entire system of Nature’s wonder
working laws,” indicates his belief that the laws of Nature 
are forces (or demons) which produce the various 
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phenomena of the universe in which we live. And Mr. 
Bedgrove says:—

By a “miracle,” most intelligent people mean an evidence of 
the supernatural, or more especially of the power of God. There 
are those who see this in every phenomenon of Nature, and I 
would include myself amongst them, because my mind knows of 
no manner in which any phenomenon can be caused save by an 
act of will There are those . . who can only see evidence 
of supernatural power (w., will) in extraordinary events like 
those of Lourdes. And, finally, there are those . . who 
happen to be blind.

We think Mr. Bedgrove’s view is the true one. We 
recall it as an idea suggested in an Address by Sir William 
Crookes before the Psychical Research Society many years 
ago. We have not a copy of the Address at hand, but we 
recall the suggestion that what we term Natural Law may 
be as much an expression of directive win as any apparently 
miraculous interposition. Thus a stone falls to the earth 
not because of any necessity inherent in blind forces, but 
because of an intelligently directed order governing the 
entire Universe.

• • • •

“The Cosmic Wisdom ” is the comprehensive title of a 
small book by Elias Gewurz and L. A. Bosman (The 
Dharma Press). Amongst the more notable contents is a 
Hieroglyphical Interpretation of the Hebrew alphabet. 
From this we learn that the first letter. Aleph, signifies 
man himself as a collective unity, the lord and master of 
the earth, its arithmetical value being 1, while Yod 
symbolises all manifested power, representing the hand of 
man, his pointing finger. Its number is 10. We have 
selected these two instances as illustrative of the whole, 
which is full of interest to students of the occult side of 
Hebraism. From an article, “ Cabalistic Definition of the 
Snake Nacash,” we take the following :—

Nacash, the snake within man, is the radical egotism which 
causes an individual being to make of itself a centre and to 
relate everything else to it

That is full of meaning to those who know how many 
gifted leaders of occult movements have fallen at last into 
a morass of folly and delusion, the results of an inflated 
self-importance, an overmastering egotism. The “ snake ” 
in the end brought ruin to the Paradise they designed. 
Incidentally the article throws light on the idea of the 
“serpent” in Eden—so long a cause pf offence to some of 
those who read the scriptures literally.

THE NEW ATLANTIS.

Mrs. Helen Stark, a member of the board of directors of the 
Loa Angeles Theosophical Society, declares (according to the 
“Loe Angeles Evening Herald ”) that the present eruptions and 
seismic disturbances are the first events in the creation of a new 
continent which is to occupy the bed of the Pacific and which 
will be peopled with a sixth race, now developing in California. 
America will be submerged after the continent is formed. Such, 
Mrs. Stark states, is the belief of the entire Theosophical Society. 
It is a relief to learn that this catastrophe is not like! y to happen 
for several thousand years, a remoteness which, if it does not 
lend enchantment to the view, at least makes the prospect one of 
romantic speculation.

Decease of Mas. Ellicott.—By the transition on the 
21st ulL, in her eighty-seventh year, of Mrs. Ellicott, widow of 
the late Bishop of Gloucester, the London Spiritualist Alliance 
loses a very old member and Light a subscriber al many years’ 
standing. We tender our sincere sympathy to the relatives and 
friends of the deceased lady.

“ Light ’ tx De™ abk —An old subscriber to this journal in 
Copenhagen has, at his own coat, inserted an advertisement in a 
conspicuous place in one of the principal newspapers of that 
city, directing attention to Light as an organ of psychical inte
rest That is a practical way of assisting ns, and we gratefully 
acknowledge the friendly service.

LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE.
A meeting of the Members and Associates of the Alliance will 

be held in the Salon of the Royal Society op Bbitm 
Artists, Suffolk-street, Pall Mall East, S.W. (near the National 
Gallery), on

THURSDAY EVENING, MARCH 19th, 
When AN ADDRESS will be given bi

MR. L. V. H. WITLEY
ON

“JEANNE D’ARC: HER VISIONS AND VOICES.”

The doors will be opened at 7 o’clock, and the meeting will 
commence punctually at 7.30.

Admission by ticket only. Two tickets are sent to ad 
Member, and one to each Associate. Other friends desirk? 
to attend can obtain tickets by applying to Mr. F. W. Sofi, 
110, St Martin’s-lane, W.C., accompanying the application by 
a remittance of Is. for each ticket.

Meetings will also be held on the following Thurslq 
evenings:—
April 2—Mr. Ralph Shirley (editor of “ The Occult Review2) 

on “The Time of Day, Retrospect and Prospect”
April 23—Mr. W. B. Yeats on “ Ghosts and Dreams.” 
May 7—Mr. Reginald B. Span on “ My Psychical Experien^a*

MEETINGS AT 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C
For the Study of Psychical Phenomena.

Clairvoyance.—On Tuesday next, March 10th, Me 
F. A. Cannock will give clairvoyant descriptions at 3 p.m., nd 
no one will be admitted after that hour. Fee, Is. each to 
dates ; Members free ; for friends introduced by them, 2= ad.

Psychic Class.—On Thursday next, March 12th, at 5 pn, 
an address will be given by Dr. Avetoom on “ Omens, Amuisij, 
Charms and Talismans.'’

Friendly Intercourse. — Members and Associates m 
invited to attend the rooms at 110, St. Martin's-lane, on Fnhj 
afternoons, from 3 to 4, and to introduce friends intartri 
in Spiritualism, for informal conversation, the exchange a 
experiences, and mutual helpfulness.

Talk with 'a Spirit Control.—On Friday nai, Mud 
13th, at 4 p.m., Mrs. M H. Wallis, under spirit control, will reply 
to questions from the audience relating to life here and on ttt 
other side,” mediumship, and the phenomena and philosophy d 
Spin'tnalism generally. Admission, Is.; Members and AsaKUSa

Members have the privilege of introducing one friend to 
this meeting without payment. Visitors should be prepare! 
with written inquiries of general interest to submit to the conutl 
Students and inquirers alike will find these meetings especikj 
useful in helping them to solve perplexing problems and to 
realise the actuality of spirit personality.

Spirit Healing.—Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, Mr. 
Percy R. Street, the healing medium, will attend at the room 
of the London Spiritualist Alliance, 110, St. Martin’s-lane, W.C, 
between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m., for diagnosis by a spirit control ia: 
magnetic healing. Application should be made to the Secretary.

“LIGHT* "TRIAL” SUBSCRIPTION.

Ab an inducement to new and casual readers to beexoe 
subscribers, we will supply Light for thirteen weeks, poi fra. 
for 2s., as a “ trial ” subscription, feeling assured that at the 
termination of that period they will find that they “ cannot do 
without it,” and will then subscribe at the usual rates. May we 
at the same time suggest to those of our regular readers wk 
have friends to whom they would like to introduce the piper, 
chat they should avail themselves of this offer, and forward to 
us the names and addresses of such friends, upon receipt ci 
which, together with the requisite postal order, we shall be 
pleased to send Light to them by post as stated above I

Life and Bea m When the act of reflection tak@ plsce 
in the mind, when we look at ourselves in the light of thought 
we discover that our life is embosomed in beauty. Behind as, 
as we go, all things assume pleasing forms as clouds do far oft- 
Emcrbon.
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FRESH LIGHT ON CROSS-CORRESPONDENCES.

Stbiking Evidences of Identity.

By H. A. Dallas.

In order to recognise the significant points in the cross- 
correspondences which we are about to consider, a few prelimi
nary facts must be borne in mind.

It must be remembered that this attempt to produce evidence 
of an independent intention on the part of the author ” 
originator of the correspondences) was discovered, not initially 
by psychical researchers. When Miss Johnson examined 
the scripts of several “ writers,” the curious correspon
dences between them arrested her attention. Having observed 
this feature, she and Mr. Piddington, in the autumn of 1906, 
agreed to ask Mr. Myers, through Mrs. Piper’s control “ Rector,” 
if he would try to influence “ writers ” so as to produce two 
scripts, the significance of which would only become apparent 
through the script of a third “ writer.” This message was read 
in Latin to the control during Mrs. Piper’s trance. The object 
of reading it in Latin was, of course, to make it more difficult 
for the medium to get any normal knowledge of its contents.

Several attempts seem to have been made to carry out this 
plan. The one we are about to consider was only properly 
understood in 1912. As it refers to matters connected with the 
Medici family, a few historical details must be clearly held in 
the student’s mind.

1. The special emblem of Lorenzo de’ Medici (called the 
Magnificent) was the laurel, this emblem being derived from the 
Latin form of his name, Laurentius. At a tournament held to 
celebrate his betrothal, at which Lorenzo was the victor, the 
device on his shield was a bay tree, half dead and putting forth 
fash leaves. This also was the emblem of a society called “ The 
Company of the Branch,” of which Lorenzo was the head. The 
famous Medici Library is known as the Laurent wn Library.

Michael Angelo was commissioned by Pope Leo X. (son 
oi Lorenzo the Magnificent) to raise a new sacristy in Florence, 
which was to contain six tombs for the Medici family. Only 
two were completed ; the members of the Medici family actually 
buried here were the two Lorenzos, the two Giulianos and 
Alejandro, called “ Il Moro,” or “ the Moor,” on account of his 
negro-like appearance ; he was a man of infamous character. 
The tomb, therefore, contains the “ most famous and the most 
infamous ” members of the House of Media. Alessandro died 
by the hand of an assassin.

3. On each of these celebrated tombs Michael Angelo has 
sculptured figures. Those below are said to symbolise “ Dawn ” 
and “Twilight,” “Day” and “Night” Above one of the 
tombs is the figure of Lorenzo, seated in deep meditation ; this 
figure has been called “ Il Pensieroso.”

In order to appreciate the significance of these sculptures we 
must remember that they are symbolic. J. A. Symonds thus 
writes concerning them :—

These monumental figures are not men and women, but 
vague and potent allegories of our mortal fate. (“ Life of Michael 
Angelo,” voL IL, p. 22.)

In the statues themselves and in their attendant genii we 
have a series of abstractions symbolising the sleep and waking of 
existence, action and thought, the gloom of death, the lustre of 
life, and the intermediate states of sadness and hope that form 
the borderland of both. . . All these figures, by the intensity of 
their expression, the vagueness of their sym holism, force us to 
think and question.

Of the figure of Lorenzo he says :—
The whole frame of the powerful man is instinct with 

wine imperious thought. . . Has the sculptor symbolised in 
him the burden of that personality we carry with us in this 
life, and bear for ever when we wake into another world ? 
(t^ p. 32.)

As to the knowledge possessed by the “writers” whose 
scripts bear on these historical facts. Miss Johnson says that 
Mrs. Piper knew practically nothing of the Medici family or of 
the Medici tombs, and nothing at all of Alexander de’ Medici. 
Mias Verrail states that she knew of the existence of the tombs, 
but had only a vague general knowledge of the Medici, and had 
never heard, as far as she knows, of Alexander de’ Medici.

When the words “Alexander’s tomb” occurred in her script 
she supposed that this referred to Alexander the Great.

Mrs. Holland knew the tombs ; but it should be noted that 
one of the most important points in this cross-correspondence, 
viz., the mention of Alexander, “ the Moor,” did not appear in 
her script until after it had appeared in Miss Verrail’s and in 
Mrs. Piper’s trance.

In order to place all the circumstances before readers at the 
outset, I will here quote a passage which will be found at the 
close of the article we are studying :—

The Medici tombs and topics associated with them frequently 
occurred in the various scripts from 1906 onwards. We had not 
understood them, and the “ author ” was, presumably, aware of 
our misrepresentations and failures to understand. Some time 
later, in June, 1910, he gave the main topic explicitly, in Mrs. 
Willett’s script, in the phrase the “ Laurentian tombs.” No one 
of us, however, observed the relevance of this to the other 
scripts until in July, 1912, we came upon the fact of Alexander 
de’ Medici’s burial in one of those tombs. It then became 
apparent that the “ author ” had in Mrs. Willett’s script given 
the solution of his enigma (p. 154).

At the time that Mrs. Willett produced this script “ she did 
not know that there had been any allusions to the Medici tombs, 
these not having been made out until two years after she 
wrote” (p. 72).

The word “ enigma ” suggests one further point to be touched 
upon before we examine these correspondences.

The only reason which justifies the enigmatical character of 
these experiments is that they preclude the explanation of direct 
tebpaihy having occurred between the “ writers”; this is their 
aim. If, for instance, Mrs. Verrall’s script had plainly stated, 
“ I am Myers ; and I have tried to convey to Mrs. Holland this, 
or that, idea; look out for it,” the occurrence of the specified 
idea in Mrs. Holland’s script might reasonably be accounted for 
as due to the fact that Mrs. Verrall’s mind had been fixed upon 
it with expectancy and that she had transferred her expectation 
to Mrs. Holland. This explanation is not applicable, however, 
when the ideas are buried in a mass of other matter, and their 
import is not recognised by the “ writers.” This is what has 
happened in the cross-correspondences we are about to examine.

I shall quote only the more salient points, omitting irrele
vant matter and slighter allusions, in order not to overload the 
minds of readers, and I have punctuated the quotations from 
scripts in order to facilitate reading.

Mbs. Holland’s Scripz.
Between November 9th, 1906, and December 13th, 1906, Mrs. 

Holland produced four scripts containing allusions to “ shadow," 
“ sleep,” “ death,” “ night ” or “ dawn.” It is only in the light 
of subsequent discoveries that the first of these seems significant 
The second (November 13th, 1906) connects together two features 
associated with the Medici tombs.

“ A wreathed garland of deserved bays ” (nc).
This introduces the idea of the “ lay ” which, as we have 

stated, is the emblem worn by Lorenzo de* Medici at the 
tournament on the occasion of his betrothal

“. . . Since life had grown more pale than Death, 
Waking more hush’t than Sleep.”

We observe that the symbolism of the recumbent figures on 
the tombs is here expressed in words beginning with capital 
letters.

November 21st, 1906 : “ A slumber did my spirit steal (nc).
Laurence.”

Here again we find the same imagery associated with the 
emblematical word “ Laurence ” (derived, of course, from 
“Laurel”).

On November 28th, 1906, “ the dark ” and “ shadows ” are 
again mentioned and then comes the sentence :—

“ Fin de nuit—an anagram name or rather symbolical one— 
dawn as it were. Night’s end.”

In this the symbolism of Michael Angelo’s figures is 
delicately indicated, but in so cryptic a fashion as to be unrecog- 
nised by the “ writer,” who considered this to be a reference to 
“ Phinuit,” Mrs. Piper’s former control

December 12th, 1906, “The shadow and the sleep—The 
Dream and the awakening.”
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Miss Johnson adds :—
I take the first of these phrases to refer to the statue of the 

sleeping Night and the second to that Of the Dawn, who is 
generally described as awakening from troubled dreams.

These four scripts of Mrs. Holland’s make the first link in 
the chain of corresponding ideas.

Mbs. Verball’s Script.
December 24th, 1906. This script seems to take up the 

ides of “ awakening ” and to develop it.
" Let there be light he said, and there was light.
And the evening and the morning were the first day.
[This was in mirror writing].
Tbe reference has been given before, but I think not 

understood.”
Mrs. Piper’s Trance.

On January 2nd, 1907, Mrs. Piper’s control, “ Rector,” said to 
Mr. Piddington that he had given the word “ wreath" to Mrs. 
Verrail, and on January 21st, 1907, “Rector” inquired,

“Did you understand about wreath ?”
[Mrs. Verrall replied] “ I don’t understand about wreath.”
[Mr. Piddington then remarked to Mrs. Verrall], “I 

understand.”
[Whereupon " Rector ” rejoined],
“All right, neither does our friend [«.«., J. G. P.] under

stand what we mean now, we will tell him later.”
This conversation shows that the word “ wreath ” was con

nected with some scheme, known to “Rector,” but unknown to 
Mra Verrall and Mr. Piddington. This matter was again men
tioned by “Rector ” on January 23rd. He said : “ We are rather 
sorry we mentioned wreath before her [ia Mra Verrall], but we 
did it inadvertently. . . as it is a very good thing to try, we 
do not wish to spoil it.”

Mrs. Verrall’s Script.
On February 6 th, 1907, a rather long script of Mra Verrail’s 

contained several allusions to the significant worda For instance:—
“Laura and another. . . The great library . . the 

branch that should have grown full straight, Apollo’s laurel 
bough. You don’t get it right, but some of this is true.
I think it is a jewelled dagger three curved objects and 
a point. I can’t see what all this means, but I am told to 
say it to you. APOLLO’S LAUREL BOUGH. There is also 
some point in the Library. Put together the Library and the 
bough Laureatus [laurelled] a laurel wreath perhaps no 
more than that.”

Here appears a rough drawing of a couple of boughs springing 
from a stem.

“Corona laureata [laurel crown] has some meaning here. 
With laureate wreath his brow serene was crowned. No more to-day 
await the better news that brings assurance with a laurel crown.”

Amid all the confusions of this script the main ideas are 
clearly apparent, although the meaning attaching to them is not 
revealed. If readers will take the trouble to compare the words 
with the brief statement of facts concerning the Lorenzos given 
above the connection will become obvious.

Mbs. Piper During Waking Stage of Trance.
It has often happened that the utterances of Mrs. Piper just 

as she is awakening from the trance have been of value in con
nection with communications received through her trance.

On February 26th, 1907, she said : “ There is George. What
ever is it ? Morehead (?) ” Mr. Piddington, not understanding, 
inquired, “ Moorhead ? ” Then Mrs. Piper repeated, “ Morehead ” 
(or some such word) “ laurel—for laurel.” (J. G. P.) ' Say that 
again.” (Mrs. P.) “for laurel. I say I gave her that for laurel."

Later on J. G. P. again asked, “ Do you remember what 
George said ?” and Mrs. Piper replied, “ Well, I think it was 
something about laurel wreaths, lau-rel (sic) wreaths he tell her.”

On February 27 th, 1907, Myers himself claimed to communi
cate, and stated that he had given the words “ laurel wreaths ’’ 
“as the spirit of the light returned to the body.” The asso
ciation of “ Morehead ” and “ laurel ’’ is obviously significant 
when we remember that Alessandro do’ Medici was called the 
Moor."

Mbs. Holland’s Script.
March 13th, 1907. The script of this date again refers to 

“ death," “ sleep ” and “ evening.”

Miss Verrall’s Script.
March 17th, 1907. “Alexander’s tomb . . 

laurel leaves are emblem 
laurel for the victor's brow.
Say not the struggle nought availeth.
Sesame and lilies arum lilies, 
when the darkens (sic) on the quiet land 
scarlet tulips all in a row.”

The associated ideas here are: “Alexander’s tomb,' 
“laurel” (the Medici emblem), “victor,” “Dawn” (this is 
implicit in the quotation from Clough’s well-known poem, th 
last verse of which heralds the dawn), “darkness” and “scarlet 
tulips all in a row " suggests the Spring.

Mbs. Holland’s Script.
March 27th, 1907 : This contains many broken sentences aid 

some Latin words, not all intelligible, but certain words are clear, 
“ Lux,” “ tenebrae,” “ via obscura vita lucit,” “ darkness," 
“ sorrow,” “ Love and Sorrow—Sorrow and Love—as inevitable as 
Light and Shadow, Shadow and Light—the sundial at Broad
meadows. What was the motto ? . . Alexander Moor's Head." 
This was followed by references to Othello.

Nothing further came in connection with this subject for 
more than a year. Perhaps Myers thought that sufficient clues 

. had been given and that his meaning would be discovered; it 
was not recognised, however. For reasons explained in 
Proceedinjs, Miss Johnson interpreted the words, “Alexander 
Moor’s Head ” as referring to a Dr. Alexander Muirhead, in 
whose work Mrs. Holland was interested.

Perhaps another attempt was made to give the clue in a 
sentence which occurred in a script on October 7th, 1908, which 
came through another handin a script, known as the “Mac1’ 
script.

“ Dig a grave among the laurels.” To this was attached the 
drawing of a laurel wreath.

Mrs. Willett’s Script.
At last, on June 10th, 1910, another “ writer,” Mra 

Willett, wrote more explicitly :—
“ Myers, The Laurentian tombs Dawn, 
“Milton’s Allegro and Pensive words.
“ Songs of innocence and Songs of Experience.
“ Now he would write a third to make the triology (sic) 

Songs of completion of Fulfilment.
“ Who will write these songs of Promise and Songs of Fulfil

ment? We sang the songs of Promise in the dim twilight ci 
the dawn.”

Mbs. Piper's Trance.
The final link in the chain of correspondences was made 

through Mra Piper, in the presence of Sir Oliver and Lady 
Lodge, on July 8th and 16th, 1910.

“ Myers Meditation . ■ . meditation . . . sleeping 
dead . . . Laurels round . . . ever grow . . ■ 
Meditation links it.”

“ Meditation clinches it.”
It seems as if there can be only two interpretations of these 

correspondences ; either they are due to chance or some intelli
gent mind has planned them, some mind which has probably 
been hampered by inability to say all that was intended, or by the 
inability of the receiver to register the thoughts telepathically 
given. Those who accept the latter interpretation will be I 
prompted to ask, had Myers (if it was he) any special reason 
for selecting this topic for his experiment ? Miss Johnson I 
suggests at the close of her article that “ it seems not unreason- | 
able to hope that [further study] will reveal in the scripts 
meanings of a deeper import than has hitherto been suspected." i 
But she wisely refrains at present from intimating what those I 
deeper meanings may be; those who have not studied the scripts 
might regard suggested meanings as fanciful and those who can [ 
study them will prefer to find them out for themselves. I will I 
venture, however, to remind readers of the hint given in the I 
last “ message ” through Mra Piper, “ Meditation links it."

By studying the sculptures (reproduced in Proceedings) in the I 
light of Michael Angelo’s sonnets*, especially those on “The r 
Impeachment of Night ” and “ The Defence of Night," one 
gains a clue to the significance of the selection of this wort of I

• The Sonnets of Michael Angelo,” translated by J. A- 8niom 
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art by Frederic Myers. It needs some digging in the mines of 
thought to get at the ideas which inspired the mystical genius 
of a man such as Michael Angelo, who, as J. A. Symonds says, 
“habitually lived in thought and feeling” at an elevation “far 
above the plane of common life.” If we can get a glimpse of 
the inner meanings of his art, we may understand how a spirit 
who has entered upon a state where “ Beauty’s intolerable 
splendour ” is more nearly apprehended may find in the imagery 
of great artists the most fitting channel for the expression of his 
thoughts.

All that meets the bodily sense I deem 
Symbolical—one mighty Alphabet 
For infant minds I and we in this low world, 
Placed with our backs to bright reality, 
That we may learn with young unwounded ken 
The Substance from the Shadow 1

(S. T. Coleridge.)

Note.—Whilst the above paper was being written, the 
January issue of “ Annales Psychiques ” reached me. I find it 
contains a report of new and spontaneous experiences in France 
which have an important bearing on the subject of cross-corre
spondences. I hope to deal with this article in a future number 
of Light.—H A D.

MEMORIAL TO MR. E. W. WALLIS.

The amount acknowledged in our last issue raised the 
total to. £328 3s. 7d., and again we are able to present a 
fresh list of subscribers to the fund as follows:—

£ s. d.
Mrs. Cannock’s circle :— £ s. d.

Mrs. E. A. Cannock ... 0 5 0
Mr. Lovegrove ...... 0 5 0
Mr. Feelin ... ... 0 3 0
Mr. and Mrs. Ashton ... 0 2 6
Mr. Carter ...... 026
Miss Jennings ...... 0 2 0
Mrs. Warner ...... 0 2 0
Mra Ophurt ... 0 2 0
Mrs. Lloyd ... ' ... 0 16
Collection at Open Circle 0 6 0

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Meads............................... 
Mrs. A. King ............ 
Mrs. D’Arcy Hutton............ 
Mra Plumer Willson ......... 
A E. M. ............... 
E. L E. H...........................................................  
Mr. J. T. Davis ............ 
Mra Brigham and Miss Belle V. Cushman 
Mr. J. Fraser Hewes............ 
Mr. W. Pickering Shaw ......... 
Mra M. S. Schwabe ......... 
Mra Mary Gordon ............ 
Bristol Spiritual Temple, per Mr. and

Mrs. Baxter ............ 
F. A H.
A. M. ...................................................  
Rev. 0. L. Tweedale ......... 
G.D.... ...............
A Friend ..........................................................  
Mrs. Morgan...
Mr. and Mrs. Maybank
A Widow’s Mite ... .........
Mr. H. Dennis Taylor .........

1 11 6 
110 
110 
110
1 1 .0 
110
110 
110
10 0 
10 0
10 0 
0 10 6 
0 10 6

0 10 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 2 6
0 2 6
0 2 6

From a recent letter: “ I may say I am eighty-three years 
of age; my wife is seventy-eight. Two pilgrims, we found the 
light of truth some three years ago, and it brought us that peace 
which comes of the knowledge that we journey to a better land. 
We no longer wonder as of old, when our outlook was dark and 
doubtful. How many 1 believers,’ on nearing their journey’s 
end, aro lost in doubt and 1 fear to launch away ’ ” I—J. M. W.

The Larger View.—All loss, all pain, is particular; the 
Universe remains to the heart unhurt. Neither vexations nor 
calamities abate our trust. No man ever stated his griefs as 
lightly as he might. Allow for exaggeration in the most patient 
and sorely-ridden hack that ever was driven. For it is only the 
finite that has wrought and suffered ; the infinite lies stretched 
in smiling repose.—Emerson.

PSYCHIC PHOTOGRAPHY AND ITS PROBLEMS.

Beyond dealing with a letter which we have received from 
Mr. W. Walker, of Buxton, and which is referred to below, we 
do not propose to pursue this question any further, so far, at 
least, as regards the particular photographs which provoked the 
controversy. Coming freshly to it without prejudices or pre
conceptions, we thought it a pity that such a matter should 
be raised in public at all, in view of the fact that two of those 
concerned in it had passed away—Archdeacon Colley, one of the 
principal figures in the original episode, and Mr. E. W. Wallis, 
the late editor of this paper. We knew from long experience 
that old animosities would be aroused, and we judged that the 
result would be as usual—inconclusive. However, we felt bound, 
on general as well as on special grounds, to state publicly that 
the alleged psychic portrait claimed by Archdeacon Colley to be 
that of his mother had been recognised as the picture of another 
person entirely—the psychic portrait being, in short, simply a 
copy of an old portrait of that person. It will be gathered that 
we have not published all the letters we have received, with their 
charges and counter-charges. As the matter now stands, those on 
one side hold that the psychic photograph was “ a fake,” “ one 
of the simplest of vulgar photographic tricks ” (we quote from a 
letter), while the opposing party vigorously maintains that the 
portrait—whoever it may represent—was obtained by genuine 
psychic methods, was, in short, what Mr. G. K. Chesterton would 
call a “ miracle,” and we ourselves an inexplicable occurrence 
(granting the circumstances), because, assuming that it is desired 
by those behind the scenes to afford the world evidence of the 
reality of psychic portraiture, this does not strike us as being 
the most intelligent way of doing it.

We have not the space to reproduce the whole of Mr. 
Walker’s letter, but as it deals with what lie considers an impor
tant point, and one calculated to assist readers in arriving at the 
right conclusion, we summarise it here.

First then, Mr. Walker states that about twelve months 
after Archdeacon Colley received the two psychic “extras,” 
the Crewe circle obtained a psychograph, ie., a plate magnetised 
and developed without any exposure through the camera. On 
this plate appeared fifteen faces, or busts and faces, and near the 
centre was the portrait of the lady whom Archdeacon Colley 
claimed to be his mother. “ Amongst the portraits appearing 
on the ‘psychograph’ are some who were not photographed 
whilst in the body who have been recognised by their families. ’ 
Mr. Walker then claims (1) that Mr. Hope could not have built 
up a composite negative from separate portraits, if he had had 
them, of such a quality as that which the Crewe circle obtained; 
(2) that on comparing the particular portraits in dispute he 
(Mr. Walker) finds variations, a lace frill around the lady’s neck 
appearing clearly in the “ psychic ” portrait and being hardly 
discernible in the other. Furthermore, in the “psychic’ 
reproduction the head is surrounded with an “aura,” and "the 
portrait of same lady shown on the psychograph not only’ 
shows a clear lace frill but also a white line below the frill as 
if it were a string of beads or a cord ending beneath the 
brooch.”

Well, we cannot, with Sir Lucius O’Trigger, pronounce it to 
be a “ very pretty quarrel." It seems to us rather an ill-timed and 
barren controversy to carry on in public. And we repeat what 
we said at the beginning, that when some specimen of psychic 
portraiture is produced regarding which there is a general 
agreement as to its genuineness on the part of the specialists in 
psychic photography, it will be time enough to come before the 
public. But while there are those who add to their knowledge 
of photography a belief in spirit existence and spirit action on 
matter, but who yet refuse to accept the results of experiments 
in psychic photography as evidential, it seems decidedly hopeless 
to appeal to the outer world.

“March 11th.—An Evening with Mrs. Cannock, the 
Clairvoyants and Psychometrist.” Suchisthe announcement made 
in connection with the present series of “Popular Wednesday 
Evenings ” at the, New Congregational Church, Parson’s Hill, 
Woolwich. We trust that Mrs. Cannock, if she does not carry 
conviction to her audience, will at least awaken, inquiry.
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THROUGH FAILURE TO PERFECTION.

When the young apprentice commences his work there 
is usually a certain amount of waste and failure. Material 
is spoiled, designs are worked out clumsily, but the master, 
if he be wise and patient, does not complain. He knows 
that these things are inevitable at the start, and that years 
and experience will bring such sureness of touch and 
dexterity that there will be no more failures and blunders. 
The tyro will have become an expert, all his faculties co
operating in the production of work that will bear the 
inspection of a critical eye.

It is a bold saying, perhaps, but we have sometimes 
thought that the operations of Nature are conducted some
what in this fashion. In the lower worlds there is what 
looks very like waste and failure, experiments that 
turn out abortive, productions that have to be “ scrapped ” 
and re-cast. It was Tennyson who found his faith tried by 
the consideration that ’* of fifty seeds She often brings but 
one to bear.” He wrote of the " shattered stalks,” “ the 
ruined chrysalis,” and of the “thousand types” which 
Nature, having produced, had cast away. To us all this 
belongs exclusively to the early stages of the world-process. 
As we ascend we find an ever-increasing precision; the 
laws grow more subtle and the results more finished and 
permanent. With the coming of Man, the crown and con
summation of her work, there was an end to the breaking 
of moulds, the re-casting of forms. Her operations had 
now to be concentrated on the perfecting of her magnum 
opus. He was to ‘die,” but only in seeming—merely a 
question of breaking an outer must in order to reveal the 
incomparably splendid result of her work concealed within 
it. For sho had wrought “ within and without,” fabricat
ing from the clay a form that, even on the mortal side, has 
moved tho greatest poets and sages to wonder and 
admiration.

In action how like an angel I in apprehension how like a 
god I the beauty of the world, the paragon of animals.

But on the inner side of things we doubt not the 
aohiovoment surpasses all tho matchless eloquence of Shake
speare. For hero Nature has worked with tho quintessence 
of material—the fine flower of all the forces of life. Here 
it is " matter progressing,” subject to change and decay; 
there it is “ matter progressed,” beautiful and imperishable.

Tho “making of man” would have boon passing 
wonderful had it merely meant tho evolution of a being 
destined only for tho short span of mortal life. But then 
it would havo boon a magnificent failure, outdone by the 
works of tho man himsolf which often survive for conturios. 
Hundreds of millions of years of experiment and selection 

to achieve something that in the end had to ba relegated I 
to the scrap-heap. So it might have been had the mag 
belonged only to the realm of the senses, “a thing of shredi 
and patches ” taken from the fluids and solids of the world 
as it presents itself to the bodily sight. But Niton I 
“ played the alchemist ” as well as the sculptor. There 
were “ inner laboratories ” in the workshop. She built lot 
mortal life, but she also wrought for immortality. She dm I 

• from infinity for eternity. From the coarse she produced 
tho fine, and from the fine still finer, and ever as the work | 
went on the touch became surer, the process more exact, | 
the result more sublime. From the fiery chaos under Is I 
hands there rolled out spheres to be the first homes oils I 
children; from the spheres in due time she drew w| I 
shining zones' which reproduced in celestial guise the bill I 
and trees, the lakes and flowery plains of the spheres— I 
ethereal realms destined to be habitations of mankind sin I 
the passage of mortality was over.

And then in the real sense began “ the ascent of man." J 
He had been “made”—he was now to be himself amaker, 1 
to be “ taken into partnership with Creative Power," to ■ 
co-operate in the great work. At first under the impels 
of the spiritual forces that stirred within him he works! 
unconsciously, marring much that he handled, like them 
skilful apprentice, but growing gradually to some appreeii 
tion of the wondrous design confided to his care. Hi 
botched and bungled, but found to his surprise that now 
of his mistakes were irreparable. Time and energy wen 
lost, but only in seeming. They reappeared as gain in tie 
form of experience. Some mysterious influence wu I 
always at work to preserve equipoise. If he perversely eel I 
himself to accomplish schemes of his own they always mi I 
to nothing, and brought him vexation and disappointaeit 
Sometimes, over-anxious, he feared for the results, ml ’ 
concluded that things would turn out wrong in spite el el 
he could do. But the catastrophe never occurred: held i 
slightly over-rated his own importance in the scheme.

The primary use of what we term the material world 
is the individualisation of spirit, and, secondarily, th 
development of consciousness. That second process ii 
accomplished to a very limited extent in this world; it hi 
its higher fruition in the worlds to come. It is divinely I 
simple—the line of continuity runs through all, and every 
step is consecutive. There is no tangled skein— order ii 
Heaven’s first law.” The prime requisite of every philo
sophy of life is that it shall be natural, reasonable audio-, 
telligible. Truth never “ fogs ” the mind, or leaves it I 
gasping in an atmosphere in which it cannot breath 
freely. Fogs and foul gases belong to the lower landsol 
life which [advanced humanity is rapidly leaving behind. 
Those who elect to remain at those levels with the hoped 
infusing into their conditions something of the light and 
freshness of the heights will, we fear, be disappointed, Old 
errors and new truths do not blend well—the mixture is 
not satisfactory. Let us imitate Nature and “ scrap "th 
old, the stale and the obsolete. Nothing will be lost in th 
process. The empty sheaths, the ruined busks, avail u 
nothing, once their purpose has been served. Our tree 
function is less to build and make than to grow, less to con
struct codes and creeds and systems and theories than to 
seo clearly and, seeing, to advance. That is the true work 
before us, for it is in line with the progress of Nature 
which, for ever unfolding, moves with us as wo go.

The Angels keep their ancient places;
Turn but a stone and start a wing I 

’Tis ye, ’tis your estranged faces,
That miss tho many-splendourcd thing.

—Francis .Thompson,
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DR. ELIZABETH SEVERN.

We give this week a portrait of Dr. Elizabeth Severn, whose 
work, “Psycho-Therapy : Its Doctrine and Practice,” has already 
been reviewed in our columns. Like many others of those who 
come to us from the United States Dr. Severn is of British 
stock, and her methods as a healer reveal a mingling of robust 
common-sense with a clear insight into those deeps of human 
nature where the finer forces, while conserving the way of life, 
seek ever to come into outward expression.

She takes that view of sickness and disease which has already 
been expressed by some of the more advanced minds in the 
medical profession, viz., that they are no natural part of the 
human order, but the outcome of laws transgressed, and in the 
evolution of the race, assisted by experience and wise teaching, 
to be finally expunged. In that process all'schools of healing 
must play a part, but as the finer forces permeate the grosser, 
and health and harmony—the two are in essence one—must

Dr. Elizabeth Severn.

radiate from the centre outwards, she naturally holds that the 
most important of remedial agencies is that which belongs to 
the spiritual life.

There is a glib and facile type of mind which enthusiastically 
proclaims that with the influx of the inner life sickness and 
disease must fly like shadows before the sun. and looks for the 
hard facts of life to be instantly dissolved in the presence of a 
flashing theory. The theory is true enough—the healing 
streams are there, but the channels must first be cleared of 
obstructions.

That mighty change which can renew the whole life, making 
it proof against every ill, can never come until the whole mind 
is open to the M consciousness of the All Life.” That for most 
of us is at present a counsel of perfection. The revelation must 
in the nature of things be partial and limited. But, even so, 
wonders may be achieved, and some part of the way traversed 
towards the goal.

In Dr. Severn’s view there are three main processes which, 
under ordinary conditions, should be adopted—the mental, the 
magnetic, the spiritual. By the first method, the mental vitality 
is aroused, by the second there is a transference of physical 
vitality from the healer to the patient. As to the spiritual—to 
quote from her book

As one cannot leap into the higher realms of consciousness 
without some means of approach, both mental and magnetic 

forms of treatment are as avenues leading to the goal of spiritual 
realisation, which is the means of awakening in the patient a 
permanent sense of the Source of all Vitality. When once this 
connection is established, and the very essence of his being 
touched and kindled, the subject will under ordinary circum
stances be able to maintain it so that there will be no further 
need for a healer.

An old contributor to our pages writes of her as follows
Elizabeth Severn has not only come among us with a record 

of success achieved in the land to which she belongs, but she 
has established her claims since her arrival in our midst. She 
has come also not only with a sense of mission but with certain 
signs and seals in witness thereof. Possibly there is no one 
among us, whatever his or her warrants, who has less of the 
mere personal accent, and this means that the work and message 
absorb her—the sense of these and their import dissolving the 
sense of self. My estimate of her is in this respect something 
like that of L. C. de Saint-Martin in respect of Jacob Bohme. 
Saint-Martin intimated that in most cases the teacher looks 
more than his business, but in that of Bohme the business not 
only overshadowed the teacher but seemed to swallow him up. 
I suppose that this is the one point of incidental analogy 
between Dr. Severn and the “ Teutonic theosopher.” He was 
a reader of the inspired records of old and one of their great 
interpreters ; her glass is the universe, mirrored in her own soul, 
and in a very full sense of the term she seems to have entered 
into personal liberation.

For my part I believe that Dr. Severn—as one who, within 
the especial and expanding measures of her powers, has crossed 
the threshold of greater realms of consciousness, and is in touch 
with the cosmic source of vitality—is destined to take her place 
in that wider field of healing which is the province of those who 
communicate from mind to mind by the teaching gift as well as 
in the accepted sense of therapeutics. She has been more 
prominent in the latter aspect and has brought mental and 
physical salvation to many. But I think, and she appears also 
to realise, that she is called onward and upward. I believe that 
she will be worthy of her high dedication and trust that her 
records may remain among us as a witness to the soul in 
literature.

TELEPATHY AND “WIRELESS.”

Mr. J. Fricker sends us a letter expressing his views on this 
subject. He claims that the telepathic, like the wireless, 
message is conveyed by means of ether waves ; but Sir William 
Barrett, in his address before the London Spiritualist Alliance 
on March 28th, 1912, pointed out the radical differences between 
wireless telegraphy and telepathy. Let us quote from the report 
of his remarks on that occasion:—

Wireless telegraphy had made telepathy very much more 
believable, but wireless telegraphy was only an analogy and not 
in essential correspondence with telepathy. People thought 
telepathy was due to brain waves in the ether. Nothing of the 
kind. Telepathy, like all other psychical phenomena, did not 
belong to the physical world ; that was to say, that if telepathy 
were due to brain waves it would obey the ordinary law of 
inverse squares of distance, and the cerebral energy expended 
would have to be in proportion to the square of the 
distance to which the message was to be transmitted. They 
knew this was not the case, and that telepathy took no account 
of distance.

We commend to the attention of those who are inclined to 
draw close parallels between a Marconigram and a telepathic 
message Sir William Barrett’s remarks from which we have 
quoted. They are recorded in Light of April 13th, 1912.

Mr. Fricker is on safer ground where he says
Learn to send and receive telepathic messages, and you will 

never again feel isolated. Communication with those you love 
is always possible—distance cannot bar it.

There is something pleasantly suggestive about that idea, 
but even then it remains to be asked whether telepathy does 
not—for the ’present at least—transcend any conscious effort on 
the part of our minds.

A complete account in French of the proceedings at the 
twelfth Universal Spiritualist Congress held in May last year 
in Geneva has been issued in volume form (bound in paper 
covers) by the firm of Jent, 16, Boulevard Georges-Favon, 
Geneva. The work runs to nearly two hundred and fifty pages 
and includes verbatim reports of all the addresses given and 
communications read during the Congress.
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COLOUR THERAPY AND ITS PRACTICAL 
APPLICATION.

By Percy R Street.

Au Address delivered to tho Members, Associates and friends 
of tho London Spiritualist Alliance on Thursday evening, 
February 19th, 1914, at tho Salon of tho Royal Society of British 
Artists, Mr. Henry Withall, vice-president, in the chair.

(Continued from pagt 104.)

I have divided tho subject in tho following manner: First, 
tho Nature of Colours. Second, tho Application of Colours, 
in disease, in dress, in social and domestic conditions.

Tho theory of colour taught by Newton and still held by most 
natural philosophers is that the different hues of bodies are the 
result of tho absorption of all tho colours that compose white 
light, except tho one reflected by tho tinted object Bodies 
absorbing all tho rays are thus black. Those absorbing none and 
reflecting all are white; those equally but not totally absorb
ing the rays are grey ; those absorbing unequally are coloured. 
That body is called red which absorbs all the rays except the 
red ray. Many years ago Dr. Hands opposed this theory and 
postulated that, while white bodies reflect the luminous rays 
thrown upon them, they also undulate from their surfaces, with 
other qualities, white radiations ; and that a corresponding effect 
is produced in tho case of black and coloured objects. Dr. 
Hands maintained the distinct materiality of colour: that bodies 
radiated in darkness, as in light, their characterising colours, 
and that these effluences can write their character upon the 
nervous systems of human beings, animals and plants. After 
consideration and experimentation, I have become a firm 
adherent of the theory of colour materiality. We have no time 
now to deal with all the arguments pro and con, but it appears 
to me that iu the use of Colour Therapy we have the greatest 
proof of the material nature of colours.

I will now relate to you some experiments which led to my 
acceptance of Dr. Hands' theory.

No. 1. In this case a girl of eighteen, bom blind, would 
distinguish without difficulty any colour without touch, both in 
the daylight and in a dark room.

Na 2. A young man, aged twenty-seven, would tell any 
colour by touch alone in a dark room. Thought transmission 
fails to account for it, as no one in the room knew the colours.

Na 3. Girl of twenty-three, blind to all colours but red. 
From a bag of card counters she picked the red counters every 
time without a failure.

These experiments appear to show that colours undulate or 
emanate from bodies, whether in the presence of light or en
wrapped in darkness, and therefore cannot apparently be the 
result of the treatment on the part of the body of the light which 
falls upon it.

In Colour Therapy we have a field of research so far-reach
ing that one cannot say where it begins or where it ends. The 
almost innumerable colours and shades used in therapy are be
wildering, and I cannot do more than touch tho fringe of the 
subject. One interesting fact in connection with colour is that 
tho degree of heat transmitted varies with the difference in 
colour of the glass. As nearly as I can I have tabulated these 
differences, for they are of much service in dealing with disease. 
We find that colours admit the passage of heat as follows : Red, 
seventeen degrees; orange, twenty-eight; yellow, forty-five ; 
green, forty-three; blue, forty-seven ; violet, fifteen. These 
may differ a little from some tables published, yet in my practice 
I have found them correct.

Many wonderful volumes have been written upon Colour 
Therapy, but while of considerable value to the professional 
healer, they are, on account of their complex nature, almost use
less to the laity. The majority of colour treatments are given 
by mechanical devices, such as the ‘1 Aquacolorscope ” of Fabner ; 
the Chromo lens, Disc or Chromolume of Babbitt; and the 
modern radiant heat and light baths. In the hands of properly 
qualified men these methods are capable of yielding good results. 
An objection sometimes urged against them is that of “ex
tremeness," and much can be said in support of this. The 

coloured light becomes too highly concentrated, and too 
fiercely projected, with results quite tho reverse of restful My 
whole effort in this lecture is to construct out of my experiments 
a system applicable to every homo in tho simplest and most 
practical manner. The healing agency of colours does not ret 
in the mere application of light rays. The experiences of myself 
and my co-workers have revealed the fact that tho qualities of 
tho colours we use in our light treatments correspond with those I 
of natural products (vegetables and plants) bearing the sane 
colours. Tho colours having the greatest therapeutic value ate 
red, yellow, orange, blue, violet, with numbers of combinations 
and innumerable shade distinctions. It would require con
siderably more time than I have at my disposal to deal will 
these, so we must content ourselves with a moderate survey t( 
the field of work.

Red is the stimulant of the colour world, and marked sutcess I 
has followed its use in anremia, paralysis, lack of tone, sluggishs I 
of the liver, physical exhaustion ; it is said to be also of suite I 
in cases of nervous prostration and lunacy, but my expense I 
has not borne out this view. In material bodies we hn I 
cayenne pepper, red cedar, cloves, ferric oxide, and many !

others of a red tint having the properties of stimulation. I ellor 
and orange are the central principles of nerve stimulus, mills 
treatment with such will produce purgative, diuretic, or expec
torant action. I have found these rays of great value in biota, 
troubles; in lung and chest diseases the breathing is greatly -• 
proved, and in constipation the results are very marked, h I 
Nature we find among other products bearing similar hns, 
senna, figs, sulphur, peaches, olive oil, corresponding in ofc 
and effect. The healing power of the violet and blue rayscannt, 
I think, be over-estimated. In diseases where inflammatory id U 
nervous conditions predominate, in nearly all types of merits’ 
disturbance, loss of nerve power, low vitality, and insonmi, 
sufferers from the terrible strain and exhaustion of mote 
commercial life as well as in other walks can be treated vid । 
general success. In the foxglove, logwood, blackberry, tartan: ■ 
acid, and in numerous other bodies, we have the corresponds 
elements and effects in treatment more or less marked.

We now come to the practical application of Colour Theory 
in disease, and in the home and social environment. Abridy 
as possible I will detail the treatments I have given, with reds 
obtained in a few cases.

No. 1. This case was that of a boy who suffered since chili- 
hood from fits, and at eighteen became a victim of delnaa: 
sleeplessness, fits of rage, suicidal tendencies developed at ai» 
teen. The patient was twenty when treated. His bediwe 
was found to be dull in light, with brown and red pred® 
nating. A spare room was accordingly fitted with violet cl 
blue windows, and hangings and carpet of grey. The pate 
remained four hours each day in this environment, and slept a 
a room papered green, with blue hangings. He wasfedoaetah- 
meal bread, cheese, prunes, and blackberry jelly. The real 
was that in three weeks the patient was sleeping well Bsi 
were no fits, the general tone improved, and the treatmeai vs 
continued for ten months. The patient is now learning etna

Na 2. Constipation and general sluggishness, with crij 
headaches and biliousness. The environment was chingei f 
red, with a shade of yellow introduced. The food to n- 
changed for the first fourteen days. The result was a geaea 
and marked improvement. The bodily and mental actM 
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increased. The food was then changed, and tomatoes, celery, 
onions, and prunes introduced, with the result of complete relief 
in four weeks, and there was no return of the malady.

No. 3. Alleged neurasthenia. Environment found to be 
drab, dull and wanting light. Changed to purple and violet 
with sun bath. Patient improved rapidly and found relief in 
five weeks.

Now I will briefly deal with the colours I have used in the 
treatment of some of the* numerous ailments to which unfor
tunately the flesh seems heir.

One of the commonest enemies of humanity is undoubtedly 
neuralgia. I have found that blue in light and environment is 
by far the best curative agency.

For brain fag : Blue light and wet blue bandage.
Sore throat and relaxed throat: Blue light in front and 

yellow rays to play on the cervix.
Bronchitis: Blue light and environment.
Skin troubles generally : Blue light and violet.
Paralysis: Purple over solar plexus. Blue and yellow 

alternating over head and spine.
Gastritis : Purple and blue.
Neurasthenia : Purple and blue.
Insomnia: Green in day, blue light and environment at night 
Neuritis : Blue, red in some cases over the bowels.
Liver Sluggishness: Red, with alternation of yellow. 
Inflammation of Liver : Blue.
Cystitis: Blue on hypogastrium, yellow over spine at base.
Time will not permit me to deal with any other conditions 

of treatment. It must not, however, be supposed that Colour 
Therapy constitutes the one and only method of treatment, or 
that by the mere application of light and environment success 
in healing is certain. And while the applications I shall presently 
suggest are useful, the temperament of the patient and the right 
dietary have to be considered in prescribing. Much, therefore, 
depends upon the skill of the practitioner.

The method I use in the domestic circle, where the employ
ment of proper instruments is not possible, is to provide an 
environment of the colours required in the draping and furnish
ing of the room. I then prepare a screen. The best plan is to 
have the screens already made and fit one to the window, with 
the right tints, and in the day allow the light to stream through 
upon the patient. A little skill in manipulation will allow rays 
of various colours to fall on the proper areas. The patient gets 
the advantage of the light rays in the daytime and the pro
perties emitted from the environment at night. This is an 
inexpensive and practical way and has been used with the 
greatest success. It is not generally understood that the 
magnetism which the healer gives off is tinted. Thus we find 
in the treatment of various ailments the magnetic rays split up 
or decomposed, as it were. The observations carried out in 
regard to this have shown the following results.

In the treatment of—
Chest troubles: Yellow magnetic ray. ,
Nerves: Blue and purple ray.
Fevers: Blue ray.
Insanity: Blue and violet ray, and so on; according to the 

nature of the disease.
Turning to the last part of my lecture, the social and domestic 

department, we find the romantic and humorous side of Colour 
Therapy.

People understand but little of the effects colour produces 
in their lives, and how, if one looks around, the conditions of 
Colour Therapy are symbolised and regarded. For instance, 
the barber’s pole is a symbol of the one-time barber surgeon 
in the good old days of the “ three bottle man ” and 
blood-letting. The blood is symbolised by the red; purity 
by the white; healing by the blue. So, in plain language, 
the body is purified by the healing flow of the blood. The 
revolutionary emblem of the red flag typifies the blood brother
hood as well as courage and justice. Red is a stimulating colour 

th* bull finds it distinctly exhilarating, and so does his victim! 
In the domestic department the servant question is very pro
nounced, and mistresses are often at their wits end concerning it- 
I will let you into a secret of Colour Therapy. We will imagine 
the cook has spoilt the soup and her discharge becomes an 

imperative necessity. Now, according to comic artists, this matter 
of discharge is a trial to the flesh, for the cook, fresh from 
her red fire, is filled with warmth and courage ; the mistress, 
on the other hand, has her courage at zero, owing, possibly, to 
the non-stimulating properties of the soup. How shall this be 
altered ? Quite easily ! Request the cook to wait in the drab 
cold atmosphere of the scullery while the mistress gets up her 
courage in a red environment; receive the cook in a room of 
neutral tint, and she becomes mild, penitent, and otherwise 
“ quiet to drive.”

In our dress we are not always in tune with the colour realm, 
and if the visions sometimes breaking upon us are to be taken 
as symbolising the extent of our knowledge then the less said 
about it the better. Without dealing with the colour influences of 
the planets, we find people having a great fondness for certain tints 
harmonising with their planetary influences. Ofttimes we meet 
with the “ lady of the moon ” with her chestnut hair, delighting in 
silver, pearly greys and other pastel shades which are suggestive 
of a deeply penetrating tenderness. She is certain of lovers, for the 
heart of susceptible man is touched by the influence of these 
tones, whereas brilliant hues merely dazzle the eyes. The man 
of Mars favours dark rich reds, while the fair ones who are 
influenced by the planet are led to adopt strong golden browns, 
imparting dignity and impressiveness. The lover is especially 
sensitive to colour influences. Hence the girl who wishes to 
inspire him with hope and bring him to her knees with an avowal 
of undying affection will dress in a pale shade of pink, for its 
influence is that of sympathy, love, and an indication that her life 
is ruled from the heart. Further, to increase the stimulation she 
must receive him in a room with prevailing light green exhaling an 
influence of success and joys. Deep blues give strength and power 
to the wearer, while the pale shade emits gentleness and faith
fulness. Business men should occupy offices of a bright green, 
for green brings an influence of success and money attraction; 
indeed, we find many of the clients of gentlemen of finance are 
of this shade themselves ! The colours of happy influence are 
the light yellows and greens ; they emit hope, joy and gaiety. 
On the other hand, the drab dull browns, greens and yellows 
cast abroad conditions just the reverse, and we do well to avoid 
them. In our houses the scheme of decoration should be in 
harmony with colour influences. In these days of nerve-racking 
commercialism, when we are liable to be irritated or depressed, 
a room of purple and blue is invaluable; its influence is strongly 
sedative, and forms, I think, the most calming combination of 
Colour Therapy.

There are many points still untouched. I have endeavoured 
to cover lightly the whole ground, touching upon the conditions 
most useful and practical. My object has been to interest and 
instruct as well as to amuse. If I have in any measure 
succeeded in that object I am well content. (Applause.)

The Discussion.
Replying to a question from the chairman, Mb. Street said 

that all patients did not take colour rays equally well, nor when 
the same colour was applicable in different cases were the effects 
the same. Some people antagonised the effects of a ray, and that 
destroyed the effects of a treatment, while others received the 
samp ray with benefit. He did not find that everybody was 
susceptible to colour treatment. Some, indeed, did not respond 
to colour treatment in any way. Some people who loved a parti
cular colour undoubtedly received benefit when that colour was 
exhibited, but often it happened that their very familiarity with 
that colour would detract from the amount of benefit they 
gained from it. The operator would then bring in another 
colour in order to have the therapeutic value well expressed.

To a member of the audience whose question related to the 
depressing effect of black as a mourning hue, the lecturer said 
that black was exceedingly depressing not only to the wearer 
but to others. But if black were worn, the effect on the wearer 
would be neutralised if the black garment were lined with 
another colour—blue, for instance. Nothing was more likely 
to cause grief to the departed spirit than the wearing of heavy 
mourning by the friends it had left behind. In such cases he 
counselled the wearing of pink or blue as the mourning colour.

“I would like,” he continued, “to see everyone go to a 
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funeral clad in pink. It would give a cheering vibration to the 
spirit and bring to. the public notice the advantage of colour 
environment.”

To a question regarding the relationship between the colours 
seen in the aura of a person and the colours to be used in the 
treatment of such a person when a patient under chromo- therapy, 
Mr. Street said that the question opened up a wide field of 
research. Thus absence of yellow in the aura revealed a lack 
of concentration on the part of the person under treatment, and 
the application of that colour might have beneficial results as 
regarded that weak spot in the aura.

Another inquirer—referring to the lecturer’s statement that 
neurasthenia is a very rare disease and that most of the complaints 
diagnosed as neurasthenia are not correctly so described—asked 
what was tbe true nature of neurasthenia.

Mr. Street replied that the disease which commonly went by 
that name was really a case of nervous functional derangement. 
True neurasthenia was a question of the wastage of the neurin— 
the substance in which the peculiar qualities of the nerves 
resided. More often than not it was found that in so-called 
neurasthenic cases there was no wastage but simply a derange
ment of the process by which the nerve force was transmitted to 
the nerve centres.

The proceedings closed with the usual resolution of thanks to 
the lecturer, which was carried by acclamation.

TRANSMISSION OF THOUGHT-MUSIC.

We learn from a recent issue of the uNew York Times” 
that Dr. Hyslop experimented on the previous day at his own 
house with a young man named Joseph Mercedes, of Spanish 
extraction, from San Diego, Cat, who claims that he can transfer 
through space to a subject the music of compositions, both 
papular and classical. He is assisted by a young woman he has 
known since childhood, Miss Nellie Stantone, who sits at a 
piano perhaps a score of feet away, with a bandage tightly 
wrapped about her eyes. The name of a piece of music is given 
to Mr. Mercedes, and a moment later Miss Stantone is playing it 
on the piano.

Dr. Hyslop named twelve selections while Mr. Mercedes and 
Miss Stantone were in the same room, and then continued his 
experiments by taking Mr. Mercedes into an adjoining room. In 
these more difficult conditions the efforts of Mr. Mercedes met 
with failure in three cases out of seven. After the experiment 
Dr. Hyslop said to a “ Times ” reporter: “ I was unable to 
observe any evidence of fraud, although I watched for it very 
closely. However, I am not prepared to give a final judgment 
at this time. • • I intend to make further experiments.”

On the same day Mercedes gave a demonstration at an hotel 
to seven newspaper men, including the ° Times ” representative. 
The latter declares that he watched the experimenter closely for 
half an hour, and that Mercedes did not open his mouth or 
move his feet after the name of the composition selected was 
written on a piece of paper. Once or twice Miss Stantone failed 
to play the correct selection, but she succeeded nine times out of 
ten. She did it once when Mercedes was separated from her 
by a heavy oak door. Mercedes stated that he had offered to 
appear before the American Society for Psychical Research three 
times a week for six weeks in order to establish his claim. He 
was himself unable, he said, to explain his strange power.

The Psychical Aspects or Education.—Miss Hoskyns* 
Abrahall, M.A., who is lecturing on March 13th, 17th and 
20th, at Crosby Hall, Chelsea, on “Biology in Relation to 
Education,” has already given many addresses on this and 
kindred subjects in educational centres in the Midlands and in 
the North and West of England. Much of her advice antici
pated the health-teaching now very generally given in our 
municipalities, and in her own work as a teacher many years ago, 
as well as later, both in writing and speaking, she also antici
pated—in part, and so far as she is able to agree with them— 
the methods and principles now associated with the name of 
Mme. Montessori. We understand that Miss Hoskyns-AbrahalTs 
lectures relate especially to the psychical side of education.

THE REV. R. J. CAMPBELL ON HUMAN SURVIVAL, i

The Rev. R. J. Campbell, preaching recently on the daring r 
prospect visioned by Paul in the eighteenth chapter of Romani, I 
said that without stopping to examine how much the apoalle I 
meant there could be no doubt of the general idea put forward: J. 
M It is that with the triumph of the spiritual consciouanem in I 
humanity all the illusions of finite existence will disappear, all I 
the disharmonies and afflictions of sentient life struggling under t 
the burden of material conditions will come to an end like ia I 
evil dream, and perfect blessedness be universally realised.” ;

Mr. Campbell judged that by “ the sufferings of this present I 
time ” Paul meant not only the bearing of actual pain, but “all I 
the burden of our mortality, our subjection to the unideal, on I 
exclusion from perfect knowledge and satisfaction.” If the pain I 
of the soul survived the dissolution of the body it could only I 
be because the soul was still in a prison of some sort, Mr, I 
Campbell continued :—

There seems good reason to believe, on grounds quite other I 
than those derived from religious faith, that conscioumta, ■ 
memory, individuality, can and do exist independently of a 
physical organisation such as ours at present—that is, can do 
without a brain—a physical brain, anyhow—and without any of ’ 
the apparatus that we have been accustomed to consider India- 1 
pensable to the functioning of intelligence, thought, feeling, and I 
awareness of one’s personal identity. I believe this has been 
proved, and that in the super-normal phenomena of telepathy, I 
clairvoyance, and the like we have what is probably a super- | 
session of physical limitations. And communications do un- | 
doubtedlycome through from the supersensible world, or at lag H 
from some state of which we have no direct cognisance through 
our physical senses. It is impossible any longer to deny the I 
actuality of these; they do take place, though whether they 
come from human beings who were formerly incarnate in ihii * 
world as we are now is not yet so certain ; the one thing they j 
make absolutely clear is that consciousness can exist and does I 
exist without a physical brain and nervous system, which are . 
the only conditions in which it is able to function with us, If I 

• this can be established beyond all cavil and with universal ac- I 
ceptance, as I believe it will, it will be an enormous gain to the | 
spiritual forces of our time.

But now comes a far more interesting and important I 
question. Will this consciousness of ours continue unchanged p 
after the death of the body ? . . The teaching of the New TeaU- 
ment is that we do not lose our identity, but that we shall 
ascend to something infinitely higher than our present con- U 
aciousness of it, so much so that what we are now, or I 
what we know of ourselves now, will be seen to be but J 
as a poor farthing candle to the light of the sun; this tiny, I 
limited, suffering self of ours is not worthy to be compared with I 
the glory which shall be revealed in us. Some people are I 
dreadfully frightened at this, and shrink from the prospect.. fl 
They fear somehow that such a change would involve losing F, 
something that they do not want to lose, something very 
precious. Well, you can dismiss that fear from your thoughts if I 
you happen to have it, any of you, at this moment; you are f 
going to lose nothing, I can assure you ; but what you are going 
togain in the kingdom of Christ is inconceivably vaster than you 
have any power of apprehending with your present faculties. L 
. . The memory of the past will itself be illumined and glorified, h 
so that all the sufferings that have been become part of the joy r 
that is to be. ___________________________

Life everywhere bears witness to the truth of tho saying I 
that nothing is final and nothing fatal. One thinks of the gloomy! 
philosopher who made all his essays on life short because, ao lie I 
said, if he carried them beyond a certain length chcerfulnea 
would creep in.—G.

Swedenborg Society.—On the 27th ult. an important 
lecture on “ The Body and the Soul in Swedenborg’s Philosophy' 
was delivered by Mons. L. de Beaumont-Klein, D.Sc., under tbe 
auspices of the Swedenborg Society. The chair was occupied by 
the Honorary President, Sir W. F. Barrett, F.R.S. Referring, in 
the second division of his lecture, to Swedenborg’s fundamental 
conclusion that the human soul is a spiritual substance and form I 
intended to receive life from God, the lecturer pointed out that | 
Swedenborg’s doctrine of spiritual influx supplied that ultimate 
continuity which modern philosophy was seeking. Amongst 
other points dealt with were Swedenborg’s analysis of tho soul I 
into understanding and will, and the unequal grades of I 
development of which these two elements are capable; also I 
Swedenborg’s distinction between two memories in man, * 
spiritual and a natural, which seems closely connected with 
Bergson’s distinction between what he terms pure memory and I 
perception.
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NOTES FROM PRIVATE SEANCES,

By Ian Shan.

On Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, January 2nd, 3rd, and 
4th, 1914,1 had the high privilege of attending three most in*  
teresting stances. The first and third were held in Glenbeg 
House, Rothesay, and the second at Eastlands, Craigmore. The 
psychics were Mr. and Mrs. Curtis, of Glasgow.*

*1 do not give their real names ns they are not professional mediums,

The principal controls of Mr. Curtis are four American Red 
Indians—Whitefeather, Green Tree, Wallaho, and an Indian 
Medicine Man or Doctor—and Bill Morgan, once a rough 
Western cowboy, though by birth a Yorkshire man. Mrs. 
Curtis’s controls are Chaszie, a Japanese maiden, whose quaint 
English and sweet ways are very engaging; Nan, a London 
flower girl; and Nellie, a Glasgow street girl, who was driven, 
she said, into a life of sin not from choice but from force of 
circumstances, and died in great wretchedness and misery. 
Having been met by loving ministering spirits on the other 
side Nellie is now a repentant and reclaimed young woman, with 
her face set steadfastly towards the Light Eternal.

Both Mr. and Mrs. Curtis are in trance together for from two 
to three hours at a stretch. They are not materialising mediums 
and their apport phenomena have practically ceased. One 
wonderful feature of their mediumship is the appearance of 
numerous spirit lights, large and small. Another is the bringing 
of a variety of scents by the Indians. Sitters’ handkerchiefs 
are sometimes practically soaked with any kind of scent for 
which they may ask—white rose, eau-de*cologne,  lily of the 
valley, Ac. “ Whitefeather ” asked me which scent I preferred 
aad I said rose. At M Whitefeather’s ” request I held my hands 
together in scoop fashion, and at once there fell from some*  
where a quantity of liquid scent into the palms of my hands. 
“That white rose!” said “ Whitefeather.” w White Rose,” I may 
say, is my daughter’s name in spirit life, so that the white rose 
scent was donbly acceptable.

As the circle became supplied, the odour of scent quite filled 
the room.

The spirit lights were abundant, almost continuous at times. 
When the presence of a spirit relation was announced by 
“ Whitefeather,” a luminous mist about the size and shape of 
a Jaffa orange, three to five feet above the floor, advanced 
towards the sitter, bowing in recognition. It was explained that 
these spirit lights were not the spirit friends, as they were 
invisible, but were meant merely to show that the friends named 
were actually present and anxious to make their presence known. 
At two of the sittings “Whitefeather” announced the name 
and presence of my brother Robert. At the second sitting in 
Rothesay my son John came with Robert, and two lights repre
senting uncle and nephew advanced towards me side by side as 
if they were hand in hand. One light was, say, four to five feet 
above the floor level and the other about eighteen inches above 
the floor. The large higher light signified Robert’s presence*  
and the little brilliant light was John’s. “ Whitefeather ’ 
delivered their message of sympathy and love to me as father 
and brother. Robert, in referring to his long illness, said he had 
never forgotten my devoted attention, adding: M No ministry 
of love or act of kindness is ever forgotten by those who have 
gone before.” “Whitefeather” explained that it was because 
John passed away as a little child that his light was so small 
and so low, although he has now grown to full stature; and 
immediately to illustrate the statement John’s spirit light 
expanded and grew up rapidly before our eyes till it attained 
the height of an adult Other relations, such as my mother, 
David and Jeanie, also manifested their presence, bestowing 
their blessing upon me couched in sympathetic and tender 
language. I was very deeply affected and strengthened by their 
inspiring messages. Two sisters between whom I was sitting 
also received similar messages from their mother, and I could 
hear them in the dark sobbing with emotion.

“ Whitefeather ” is not so far advanced in spirit life as 
“ Green Tree ” and “ Wallaho,” but manages the phenomena and 
does most of what he calls the “ shouting " or talking, with an 
occasional whoop thrown in by way of variety. He objects 

strongly to the medium’s cuffs coming down over his hands and 
asked us to remove them. This, however, we could not do, as 
they formed part of the shirt, so we compromised matters by 
pushing them up the sleeves as far as possible. He speaks 
broken English in his light Indian voice, and has also picked 
up a lot of “braid Scots,” of which he gave us a few rich 
samples, much to our amusement. On “Whitefeather” asking 
me if I would shake hands with “ red man,” I said, “ I will do 
so with pleasure ; are we not all brothers ? ” At this he was 
very pleased.

“ Whitefeather ” usually referred to me as “ the young-auld 
man,” and a robust, healthy-looking farmer in the Anol circle 
was alluded to as Big Chief.

Someone controlling Mrs. Curtis sang through her “The 
Auld Hoose,” possibly in compliment to myself.

“ Chaszie,” who controls Mrs. Curtis, delights to go round the 
circle speaking kindly and lovingly to everyone in her quaint 
broken English and Scotch. “ Chaszie” hag a very modest opinion 
of her mental powers and protests that she is not clever but very 
stupid. For her comfort, I quoted to her the line—

“Be good, sweet maid, and let who will be clever,” 
at which she was delighted.

She loves Scots folk “ great big much,” the men with “ the 
funny frocks.” By “funny frocks” she means the kilts. A 
rippling laugh went round the circle at her quaint description 
of the “ kilties ”

The Indian Medicine Man or Doctor gave the lady on my 
right magnetic treatment. In the dark we could see the blue 
magnetic vapour streaming from his hands during the treat
ment. At a subsequent sitting the same doctor treated Mrs. 
Curtis for a bad cold, and again we saw flowing from his hands 
the blue electric or magnetic fluid. At another sitting Mrs. 
M‘Callum, who was suffering from a rather severe attack of 
bronchitis, obtained immediate relief by inhaling an essence 
which was poured into her palm by “ Whitefeather.”

“ Green Tree ” is an Indian spirit more advanced in spirit life 
than “ Whitefeather.” He possesses a voice of unusual sweet
ness, breathing forth peace, love and tenderness towards every
one. Much the same may be said of Bill Morgan.

(To be continued).

VEGETARIANISM AND HUMANITARIANISM.

“ The Humanities of Diet: Some Reasonings and Rhym- 
ings,” by Henry S. Salt (limp cloth, Is., The Vegetarian 
Society, 257, Deansgate, Manchester), consists, with the excep
tion of the opening essay, of articles and verses contributed to 
the “Humanitarian,” the “Vegetarian” and other propagan
dist journals. Mr. Salt indicates his position in the following 
pawnge : “ I advance no exaggerated or fanciful claim for 
vegetarianism. It is not, as some have asserted, a ‘panacea’ 
for human ills ; it is something much more rational—an essential 
part of the modern humanitarian movement, which can make no 
true progress without it. Vegetarianism is the diet of the future, 
as flesh food is the diet of the past. In that striking and 
common contrast, a fruit shop side by side with a butcher’s, we 
have a most significant object lesson. . . Can we doubt, as 
we gaze at this contrast, that whatever intermediate steps may 
need to be gradually taken, whatever difficulties to be overcome, 
the path of progression from the barbarities to the humanities of 
diet, lies clear and unmistakable before us ? ” Mr. Salt states his 
case with great ability, and the verses appended to the various 
articles are exceedingly clever and pointed.

Discrimination Needed.—The harvesting of truth is a fairly 
safe operation, for if some falsehood be inadvertently harvested 
along with the grain, we may hope that, having a less robust and 
hardy nature, it will before long be detected by its decaying 
odour; but the rooting up and devouring of error with un
quenchable fire is a more dangerous enterprise, inasmuch as 
flames are apt .to spread beyond our control, and the lack of 
infallibility in the selection of error may to future generations 
become painfully apparent.—“ Modem Problems,” by Sir Oliver 
Lodge,
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SIDELIGHTS

(hr n*Ur* will AniXtlw fare ™r.l the remarkable 
I resell Frenre i> <"<inwU'a wiih the dweorety, by the aid of 
vl*iri"y*«-v\ <4 the Kaly of a man MHkwl to bav» tern 
Munfaret A eomeiawMea*. “Inquirer," who Unde cause for 
I*q4*iily in the matter, writes to us propoumiing the following 
qwetawa —“ Gan you tell me it spirits giving such information 
ihroiigh the medium are of a high order t IX' they in their 
detective meUneis work for righteoumm ’ I mean is retageen 
al the fak of it f I rMpectfolly ask, do you, as a Spiritualist, 
think a tael ,4 apiril detectives a favourable feature in your 
m,'vvmeeit'" Our tomupomieat apparently fails to see that the 
qncslnm whether the people who engage in detectire work either 
on this plane <4 eMStence or another "are of a high older " ami 
a krthtr they " work for nght^'usness * is one for individual 

jw^pneM.

We are m mow behind the scenes as to the character and 
■Hgiees <4 duwarnate spirits than we ate as to those of spirits 
aull in the trek. Tho bwsinem of tho detection and unmasking 
of erime is net ono which appeals to our imliridrral tastes, but 
we shonM l» X*h to sty that it is not needed, and to attribute 
ml, s^bd Motion to those who engage in it. The question 
atxrnt rot«|Mm saggerts that "Inquirer * may pooibly still retain 
in her thought the oM dattoctsoa between what is secular and 
whM a wbigwma Just m propjrtioe that an act is prompted by 
h«h and wnmMah wotiwo that act in our view a religious, and 
m the peupertam that the motives are sordid and mean the act 
a art rebceom. With regard to onr ocrrsgMadeol's last question 
we hail to see why any pattienhr farm of activity on the part of 
dbuMmUto a,iwlligswoas should be noparded as a " feature " of our 
mMumnmh We ate getting tired of repeating that our mere meat 
a ccwtaed to tho spoeodmg of the good news of the possibility 
cd noreoia between the two phimi of oiigunne, and of the 
ignrttaal yhAmughy that it based «■ the tewgpitwa of that 
leaMty

In the hewgoiag remarks w» dal with the general qaastaoa. 
As » the toenitr wtsnrw, we are not aware that the French 
dnks^eago chares to be sewwei by ^£rit apendes. She 
tovoan to be umag her «wa peychic poerers, end in that case 
car cerretocmhmi v cetoidma a qetoe beside the murk. In lahrr 
soar wo AoM eat cbM her week as jpuweahsa in any high 
stone

"The ThAyCheemKh* nneatly fiiwrwreid two very iatisost- 
teg mil lot one on “Redraw and Itouem,* the Kher on 
“Bretag W Efactncdtr* reesh.-ds in
reokirei pototieA emd Koh me Downed erith the utiFinrim of 
“NnreXtiMr faewea.* In the fanner snide the therapeutic 
see ad pamMtam of sodium fa the case of Aeenreaie oNyset 
faeth. As regards die use of tsdnea m cases of canoer, we are 
tdi that “ sppeawnt SMoam m ieohaed ares dem art justify owe 
to MRsmog that say wwy Stantons adeamcao base boon made."

In “Heriot Ip Eiecsrsmty* we here a euBBasy of the 
mews no mrwaocwarwme of Mx Arthur H Btoas, whe has 
recaea^y pshfahod, moder a ungthy titia. a bonk upm the afe- 
yset. Ar'ircsag » Mr. the i usu nervous syscen. 
naaoahtas “a duhtom dtotoiad ouhgnph wfah the basomy « 
gamantohg names to the bmwn," one “if u^nu emetgy wee* 
vmibie wo dhoeid toe eeoty baaea bang, one pertuq* cucy 
being dmto otottomdod W am sum ar anagnetowiecBwal faic 
esssmdag ww casan.-» fr.m fa body ami grernaiy iaimg msc 
gmm' Dtomaehe euatodats to totmn ream to be the tionlt of 
drivcw MVW M>£ A* CaBBB^aMI *
faama of dm warm i isimr His rome^ m to W*tr w 
towh^ a tottom hand wdoeh he aescribes an “di dwirw 
to SMahgfag" imd m ooatoue the aswe fleece to foe pe^pre 
dmxma need baelcky ermdsems are . i i ics'li'rnxi- The e^u.— 
ponfam J ttoie has is act ersciaemu. bag it is and to be eas_& 
ahombod ad of fluraoahac cBM.

bns^. ae the Oto toCadm Tb* an iigiTifirorir rf 
smac it mamua thought iowsc-ns stqur-ynysuai

maan cc mseose sue of refmec mtobeds rf exre. It a ' m 
anm. hnwe««L tout dhe mHi» BMrento ^tongr whwe 
mbinmdtaue sailsBiias me amqii^d, anadmo the are 
^n^gum af she mowA sac mdrwsjy uuMfuno Ae amcmam 
d 3n hianre^hiss a to de pnasuy Of the ntfmimwnmi m 
samaiia. W Sumss area ■ » *» mtoniiw d a humn 
sob wit ana Vi U uiTir nd Badmoa 11 J* ■( 

toa^mi * ■ a itoftT—il “ nnpcrloig fa^w m toe
■ndidUiB ptiBZhnioBfik

A prominent place in the editorial notes of the Febnury 
number of w The International Psychic Gazette " is given to the 
eloquent tribute which the venerable Dr. Peebles pays to our l*u 
editor, and from which we quoted a passage in our lastnumbee. 
On the “ Portrait Gallery u page appears the bright young hot 
of Miss Muriel Brown, the leader of the New Thought move
ment in England (Miss Brown speaks at the Steinway Hall, 
Lower Seymour^treet, on Sunday mornings, and at 78-80, 
Kdgwaro-road, on Thursday afternoons). Some pages are de- 
voted to records of Mr. F. L. Rawson’s w miraculous ■ cures, but 
the editor, in a leading article, ventures the opinion that Ml 
Rawson claims too much, and thereby does his work irrepaahii 
injury. Among other features of interest are an illustrated inter
view with Mr. W. J. Colville, with phrenological sketch by Mt 
J. Millott Severn, and articles on “ The Ethical Fores nd 
Freedom of Love,” by Dr. Peebles; “ The Franco-Geram 
Materialisations,’* by Miss Felicia Scatcherd ; “ Spiritual Hol
ing through Spiritual Realisation," by Mr. Colville; nd 
M Jewish Mysticism,” by Mr. W. H. Evans.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

FV IfMw m Mt nupuriMf ftr the opuwovu exprtmd by arr^^ 
dmtr, and nmgimer pwHuhrr what h« doet Mt a^w 
the yuryxw qf jnwnfMf vwwe which may tiiai dumKuk 
In eswy aaae the letter aunt he ocoMapanaad by the wM 
name and addrorr, net neocsMrily /or pMsoetaM, hd ■ a 
gaaranteegf gaed^atik

Psychic Body and Spiritual Body.
Sir.—Often a roferenoe appears in this journal to the max 

and spiritual bodies mentioned in 1 Oor. xv. It ought to be Mfr 
known that St. Paul's conception of human nature was ^ornmn 
more compticated than appears from the translation. -hica tob 
represents his opinions. What the Apo&le < tites is:
is a psy^ic body there is also a spiritnaL
probable :ha: by a psychic body he means the body of MR 
nor is it likely that he would write supposi txmally of our ona 
body. The idea in Pauls mind seems to be that man oripsdb 
has a pigyrhic body« out of which he d e vel ops or may derail? i 

ritual body which is the especial reward of those whs be 
driven to live a spiritual life in fellowship with Gcd.^ Iks i 
a disrinct advancement upon the Platonic view whichjaft 
immortality in the psych:; body, and knows nothing rf Jr 
h«ber grade of existoncB. Paul s judgment is worth aaam. 
m he was a h^dy-devdoped psychic with aonrees of nBzm 
twn that are probably open to very few.—Yoais, Ac,

SOCIETY WORK ON SUNDAY. MAR. 1st, to

prwMCiiur .Virwwk ocwdwto ftn^lh^wr wwA, 
to ^awnwpnnMd ky r—yw io At vaiue napwa

MaxxxxBoxi dKBXSCaun AseDOAKOX.—Fhe Arit OnH 
9S, Mwtomwstormt, Lotohmn-pima, IF.—Four guides of Mr * -L 
Ltn< disecQzsed iwamuagjy on * ReSigun wriheot Ghaa 
Gt Mwnmy Stod Mis. Podmare gave rerogsised hi gnm 
Mr W. T. Onpu piuwifd at bosh nwdup. Sund^mc.* 
advL on front page.—D. N.

LoSBOB SfTKlCAl. Mbexs: 1X1. Plas. 3m
motor, 1^ Nito Fhtomoe Manes inaexipg saWeft w Ih 
CnwdiKMtoiaf Life After Death" In the evening she bmok 
wriKton qaestinns and mag a nofe For next weeks semaa « 
front p^a _______ ________

Qn^wwikW —MX CaXBDCWr-gSSlZZ, G Its
Nevuk gar* m address on * Merimnsi^p. and snocmrfnl to 
ocripKHna Sonsy xiexl. Me. T. Ol Toon.—K CL L

Banwaona Pana mob—HnaiT-mn* —On Stotodg 
Mmch Itoh, nt 7JO pm-, a Floal Dtonoe nd ~ SxnaL’ sr-nga 
Ip Mm. Badam^cn. Tiskecs Cd.

Hamnaoss. — Ml CaxMX>a>Boan. — S oap ma 
11 is uxu pn uhr cncfe ; 7 pmu Ml Kari E^noilm: cbm 
vpwt danerpewno m dmfe.

KznsBmtoam-TBatom.—Awtet Roomn. Hoxnav Ite 
—4feod hnttoen Inctro^ **Thought F annx bp Me. CL J. SsakvuL 
jo. Sonsy msx 7 im, Mra Maiy Dnrim adhm 
• Spsmuahato y jiiiF^na/ faBawd ry chaivaywnne —JL V. E 

dmaiwatoK K-—TTaarrnrr^ Haxia BatoRto»tota>— 
Kbpanm adfeum Ip MrG Prioron *Thnp? that BegumQpmaf 
—nm, Ae Eye, AeBnr, and the Heart-* Mra E S^yasentp^ 
saec. Snndv w®* Mr. HL J. StBEkwcS, anirem—ML HL I

WtemMon.—Sl Gaotoaib Horia, Iltub o—1 ft I 
H. G. BmJ paw anirom Bundag* wax, to 7 yxu, MlG.hat I 
of EalniE- on ** The Qnmt of Trish.* Arier-cirEie. Mmdnft I 

tompnap
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Pickham.—Lausanne Hall, Lausanne-road.—Good ad
dresses and descriptions by Mr. A. Punter. February 26th, 
Mrs. Podmoro gave an address and descriptions. Sunday next, 
11.30 am., Mr. G.T. Wooderson ; 7p.m. (and on Thursday), Mrs. 
M. Gordon. Saturday, 7 th, “ Social,” 6d.

Goodmates Avenue (almost opposite Goodmayes Station).— 
Mr. G. F. Tilby spoke on “ Facts Worth Knowing ” and answered 
questions. February 25th, Mr. A. H. Sarfas, trance address and 
clairvoyance. Sunday next, at 11.15, study class ; 7 p.m., Miss 
Russell. Tuesday, at 8, Mr. T. Brooks.—H. W.

(hrera it a_College of Psychologists, 357, Edgwabe-road. 
—Address, “ In the Midst of Life we are in Death,” by Mr. W. 
Clifford-Coote, and successful descriptions. Sunday next, at 7, 
trance address by Mr. John Wallace ; clairvoyance by Mrs. 
Sharman, with after-circle. Silver collection.—J. D.

Brighton.—Manchester-street (opposite Aquarium).— 
Splendid addresses and descriptions by Mrs. M. H. Wallis. Sun
day next, at 11.15 and 7, Mrs. E. A. Cannock, addresses and 
rUitToyance ; also Monday, at 8. Tuesday, at 3, private inter- 
rieus; st 8, also Wednesday at 3, circles.

Brighton.—Windsor Hall, Windsor-street, Nobth- 
sixiet.—Mr. Karl Reynolds gave good addresses ; clairvoyante, 
Mrs. G. C. Curry. Sunday next, 11.15 and 7, Mr. G. F. Douglas 
(of Northampton). Tuesdays, 3 and 8 ; Wednesdays, 3 ; Mrs. 
Cany, clairvoyante. Thursdays, 8.15, public circle.—A. C.

Camberwell New-road.— Subbey Masonic Hall.— 
Mr. W. K Long: Morning, spirit teachings ; evening, interest
ing address and descriptions by Mrs. Beaurepaire. Sunday 
ait, Mr. W. E. Long: 11 a.m., mystic circle; 6.30 p-m., 
address on “ Religion without Ghosts."

Bektol.—Spiritual Temple Church, 26, Stokes Croft.
—Mr. Horace Leaf spoke on “Spiritualism and Modern 
Thought' and “ Death/' and gave descriptions. Mis Whatley 
sang two solos Mr. Whitefield presided. Sunday next, at 11 
cd 6.30, public services. Wednesday, 7.30, Mrs. Baxter. 
Otbe meetings as usual.—J. L. W.

Stratford.—Ihmiston-boad, Forrst-lasz.—Evening, Mr. 
J. Cattanach, address; Miss M. Woodhouse, clairvoyance. 
February 26th, Mr. J. Wrench answered questions. Sunday

at 11.45 am., Fellowship ; 7 pm., Miss Violet Burton. 
Timsday, Friday and Saturday, 12th, 13th and 14th, at 6 p.m, 
Goad Burnt and Sale of Work.—F. H.

Hackney.—240a. Amhubst-boad. N.M—Morning, well- 
ESeniei meeting. Fr-Rnin^ Mrs. Mary Gorden answered 
qassauns and gave descriptions. Feb. 25th, desenpaons by 
16s F. Mose. Sunday next, 11 aun, first anniversary of 
—.1—£ meetings, conducted by Mr. TVmgxii. 7 pux, Mr. H. 
Ikycecu cm “ CVmlr-sm and Alchemy.3 Mrs. Sutton,elaix ivy ante.

Holloway.—Gbovkualb Hall. Gbovzdalk-boad.—Morn
ing, fn^rrstimal Address : even Ing address on The Lore of 
God,” and successful descriptions by Mrs. S. Podmora. 
Fscrary 25th, Mrs. S. Fiei der, psychometrics! readings. Sunday 
nett, 11.15, aide; 3, Lyceum ; 7, Mr. A. H. Sarfas Wednes- 
dv, 3-15, Mrs. C. Fulham. 15th, Mis. Alice de Beaurepaire.

Clusam. — Howard - street. Wandsworth - road. — 
V”. )£jes Ord spoke on “ What Think Ye of Christ ? and gave 
-ye—- Mas Heytn ome sang a solo. February 26 th, Mess 
Cb^pou gave psychometric reed.-epA Sunday next, at 1L15, 
pdfic tilde; 7 P-W. tzance an dress by Mn Mazy Clesipaon. 
rim iliiiiujimr Thursday, as S, public service. Sunday, 
Ute, Mis. JasmadL—F. CL

Tottenham.—884, High Road.—Mr. Edwin Haviland 
gave an interesting address on “Thirty Years’ Personal Expe
rience of Spiritualism.”—N. D.

Stonehouse, Plymouth.—Unity Hall, Edgoumbe-btreet.
—Address by Mr. Johns on “ What is Man ? * Solo by Miss 
Wilson; descriptions by Mrs. Joachim Dennis. Crowded 
meeting.—G. H. K.

Southport.—Haweshead Hall.—Miss E. Sidley delivered 
an address on “Angel Ministry” and “Cui Bono?” and after
wards gave descriptions. On Monday Miss Sidley again gave 
descriptions.—E. B.

Bristol.—Thomas-street Hall, Stores Croft.—Morning, 
Mr Parry; evening, address by Mr. Bottomley, and answers 
to questions. 23rd, afternoon and evening, meetings for pheno
mena,’conducted by Mrs. Trueman.—W. G.

Southend.—Seance Hall, Broadway. — Addresses by 
Mrs. Keightley: Morning, “ Man, Know Thyself," and 
psychometrical readings. Evening, “ The Importance of Earnest
ness,” followed by descriptions.—C. A B.

Southend.—Crowstone Gymnasium, Northview Drive, 
Westcliff.—Address by Mrs. E. Graddon-Kent on “ Lessons 
Learnt from Personal Experiences,” and descriptions ; testa by 
Mrs. Matthews—S. E. W.

Portsmouth Temple.—Victoria - road South.—Good ad
dresses by Mr. D. Hartley on “The Re-discovery of Jesus ” ; 
Miss Hilda Jerome gave descriptions. February 25th, address

I psychometric readings by Mrs. Spiller.—J. McF.
Manor Park.—Third Avenue, Church-road.—11 am., 

I Lyceum; 7 pm., address by Mr. Symons on “ Five Command
ments.” 23rd, ladies’ meeting, address and descriptions by Mis 
Wnpd bonne. 25th, address and descriptions by Mrs. Marriott.

Plymouth.—Oddfellows’ Hall, Morley-street —Mr. 
Prince delivered an address and Mrs. Trueman gave psychometric 
readings. 25th, Mr. Claris gave an address, Mrs. Trueman psy- 
chometry, and Me. Summem descriptions. 27th, a members’ 

I circle was held.—A. W. C.
won Park.—Cobszb or Shbtwbbubt and Snon- 

road.—Morning, healing, Mr. Gea F. Tilby ; evening, address 
by Mr F Kent on “The Lost Power”; descriptions by Me 
Kent Anrhem by the choir. February 26th, Mr. G. Levy on 

I “Faculties* Descriptions by Mr. Moncur.—A L. M.
Birmingham. — De. Johnsos’s-passage, Bull-street.— 

: Fran in g marring eond acted by Me. Groom, who addreaei a large 
I gathering on “ Spiritualism : Is It Needed ? ” Me Groom also 
I named the baby daughter of Mr. and Me. Vann. 2nd, ladies’ 

circle at 3 p»" , phenomena meeting in the evening, eondneted 
by Mr. Bea.—A J. B.

Southampton Sfibitt allstic Church, Cavendish Grote.— 
| Hospital Sunday, the President (Mr. W. T. Blake) <nke on 
| “God and Sdenee* and “Modem Revdstiona,* sad gave 

dr si iiplinn~ CoBections amounted to £3 7s. 83. Feb. 26th, 
Mr Blake on “ The Effect of Symtztelism upon the Man in the 
Street," and duuiptioos.

Fur rim—12, Lzmcz-siRznr, Munster-road.—Opening 
of the new 1“'' tsnned for the oecaaon into a raitabie Sower 

| garien. Crowded audiranrs iimnllei at both Lyceum and 
। evening service. Adireses were given by Mr. D. J. Davis and 

Messrs. Seholey sad Rush. The words and muss of two hymns 
| had bees yr««Ily written and oompnwd by two of our memheQ 

Many thanks ate due to those who laboured to make the opesiag 
j day so great a Liarrrrw—H. C

CbKBOK.—Gvwvxg--- V M«tt Es=-333ZET_ — MlS. A. 
Jnmrach gave addrss on “ Mzmstzy," sad desuiptaoes.

Bix-.wr-v__ 54, Commer-UTat-b: ad.— Mr. Percy Smyti 
gave anureaier on “BrothemoDd ' sad “Peer. —J. W. M.

Sskbskam.—VwwtMinr Lbctcbe Hm.—Mis. M. J.
”«y candnsSad both su vices.—H. FL

Gr-n_VHall. — AdiiLBBUs by Mr. Ehia 
Ftekab and kn lathuLix- Deseriptioms by Me. I rrhrw

ffSCRMDCTS.—Wvur.w Wxxr Hom-ESHURFT-ROAD.
—Addssscs md desdpotms ry Me. H. Mundy. Febrasry 26th. 
Mt H-mg p-y srtdn ii ma “TVrrry^TT

>v-nrw_Kiw w, tT<-»wvwT—Address by
■a T. K. Street on “Kinairr." sad “The Lahoare of the 
frlvr Maid.” 23m, Dr. Ramting, dem ipriiinr end psychonaesy.

Knaa Towx.—17. Pexscb c? Wm-ainm. X. W.— 
Amss by Mrs. Kaser, and di ■ i nvirw Febraty 27th, 
pri*r onie, eaadatled by Mes. Cnrmsh and Ms. Joaes.

Ti WW — Dr* “wr W.xx V « xrr rr— — V |" .^ 
asdss sad dcKni|Kanms by Mm Tmnem; evexmg, Mm 
3n£qgtmL—C. T.

FuZTEKims.—MmRAH W.-.r. WazEERDP-ETEIZt — An. 
ans and dacoptiaae by Mm Orbwa± 25tb, intrintii< 
sMma by Mr. S. Faant, faBaaed by —nr readiags.—P.

Vans Baz.—RAdrew by Me. Bsaend: ca "Maa,
» He. aac MbsAerBsasd ?” who E&arwErdsynre daa^F* 

tiasr-CC,

NEW BOOKS
By W. J. COLVILLE.

Spiritual Therapeutics, or Drriie Srience A.ppBed to
MonL Meatal and Pb/Btal Hanaoay. Tvtftve Learjub.3M pcM faae.

Students’ Questious m Sjnritnal Scieace Aasvere£
Cloth. W pass. 3- poet fne.

Light and Colours. Katare’s Fine Foran Canadarad a
PrsaMmf Hralrfc is al Caa&iataa. CMh, 14 pp. 24poWfne.

Ste»i»g Stones u Spiritual Hralth. Cloth. 112 pa«m 23p»s free.
How to become Kwil Mated. Pw coke; 55 pass,

lid pens free.

Mental HeaEng and B•fiy Wdfare. Paper eorar, 35

lie Nev Idea el Christ and tee Erth id Jesus. Paper rorax. SB pnpm 1,1 r**^
The New Pljihe lephf. Paper BOSK 54 P^e. 1/1
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WORKS OF E. W. WALLIS.
A GUIDE TO MEDIUMSHIP.

This useful handbook has been compiled by Mb. E. W. and 
Mbs. M. H. Wallis. It will be found of real service to those who 
wish to cultivate mediumship and understand its philosophy. _ The 
work is divided into three sections, viz.: * Mediumship Explained, 
• How to Develop Mediumship,' and ‘ Psychical Self-Culture. The 
volume has been cordially commended by the entire Spiritualist 
Press, and the leading writers and lecturers in the Cause. 1 arts 
II. and III., neatly bound, can be had separately at Is. 2d. each, 
post free, or the complete volume, bound in doth, 312 pp., can be 
had at 4s. 4d. per copy, post free. The complete volume is reprint
ing and will be ready very shortly.

SPIRITUALISM IN THE BIBLE.
This work has been prepared by Mr. and Mrs. Wallis to show 

the connection between Biblical and Modern Spiritualism. It deals 
with: Inspiration and Mediumship; The Prophet Mediums; The 
Word of God; Angels: Who and What are They?; The Endor 
Seance; Spiritualism Past and Present; The Psychic Powers of 
Jesus; Good Conditions indispensable; The Spiritual Teachings of 
Jesus; The Spiritual Experiences of Peter, Stephen, Philip, and 
Paul; Biblical and Modern Psychic Phenomena; God in Man, or, 
* The Christ of God.’ Bound in stiff boards, 104 pp., price Is. net, 
post free Is. l|d.; cloth covers, post free. Is. 9d.

SPIRITUALISM EXPLAINED.
In Seven Trance Discourses, through the Mediumship of Mr. Wallis.

Contents.—‘The Return of the Dead’ ‘The Message of the 
Dead to the World Through Hell to Heaven ’ ‘ Spiritualism : 
Its Foundation * Spiritualism : Its Revelations ’ ‘ Spiritualism : 
Its Confirmations ’ and ‘ The Education Problem from a Spirit’s 
Point of View.’ Paper cover, 104 pp., Is., post free Is. Ijd.

SPIRITUAL EMANCIPATION BY THE 
ELIMINATION OF FEAR.

By E. W. WALLIS.
28 pages and cover, 2jd. post free.

INTERESTING INCIDENTS DURING 
FORTY YEARS OF MEDIUMSHIP. 

By E. W. WALLIS.

Personal Experiences are generally valuable, and the testimony of 
Mr. Wallis regarding his association during many years with spirit 
people and his work for Spiritualism makes this pamphlet of excep

tional interest
36 pages, price 3d., post free, 3id.

DEATH’S CHIEFEST SURPRISE.
A Trance Address through the Mediumship 

of E. W. Wallis.
Also contains Sir Edwin Arnold’s Poem, • The Surprise.’ 

Fifth Edition, 19 pages, 2td. post free.

WHAT SPIRITUALISM IS.
Hints for Inquirers and Students.

By E. W. WALLIS.
The pamphlet par cxcdlcncc to put into the hands of inquirers. 

—’Light.’

32 pages, 2id. post free.

IS SPIRITUALISM DANGEROUS?
By E. W. and M. H. WALLIS.

16 pages, lid. post free.

TWO IN ONE. SINNER AND SAINT.
A Trance Address by E. W. Wallis.

18 pages, lid. post free.

DEATH AND THE BEYOND, A Spirit’s 
Experiences. And Three other Trance Addresses.

By E. W. WALLIS.
Subjects—A Spirit’s Experience of Death and After—The Death 
Change and Arter—Tho Spheres of the Life Beyond. From Spirit 

to Spirit.

24 pages and Cover, price 2td. post free.

SPIRIT-GUIDED; OR RE UNITED BY 
THE DEAD.

A Story of Beal Spiritual Experiences In My Own Life.
By E. W. WALLIS.

Boards, 88 pages. 71d. post free.

FOR SALE AT THE OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT,’ 
110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.

PSYCHIC PHILOSOPHY
AS THU FOUNDATION OF

A RELIGION OF NATURAL LAW.
By V. C. DESERTIS,

With Introductory Note by Alfred Russel Wallace. O.M.. 
D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.

Contents.—The Basis of Experimental Fact, Physical 
Phenomena, or Outward Facts, Tne Evidence of the Senses, 
The Inner or Subjective Facts ; Mediumship, The Morality 
of Spiritualism, Theory and Inferences, Matter and Ether, 
The Orders of Existence, The Gate of Death, Body—the 
Means of Action, Soul—the Forming Power, Spirit, The 
Directing Will, The Human Family, The True Romance, ic,

Weir Edition. Cloth gilt, jtl pages. 3s. lod. post free.

* A moat helpful and thoughtful book. Everyone should read it. * 
‘Light.’

‘The finest and best book on Psychic Philosophy ever written, 
heartily recommend it.’—E. Dawson Rogers.

‘ The tone of the book is throughout sympathetic and elevated. It 
is full of suggestive ideas and nigh moral teachings, and it is well 
calculated to raise the ethical standard of public life, and thus assist in 
the development of a higher civilisation. I have much pleasure in | 
repeating my high appreciation of his work.’—Alfred Russel 
Wallace, O.M., F.R.S.
OFFICE OF LIGHT, 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C I 
_______________________________________________ _ r

The Human Aura and the
Significance of Colour.

By W. J. COLVILLE.
Lecture I.—

Deals with Fundamental Statements ; How to Develop and Utilise I 
a good and powerful Aura ; Oral and Visual Treatment by Sugges
tion ; The Successful Telepathist; The Practice of Mental Tele
pathy ; How Thoughts are Transmitted; The Exercise whereby I 
the Aura is Developed; The Therapeutic Effects of Colours—Red I 
Blue, Yellow, and Violet.

Lecture II.— ’
Specific Interpretations: The Philosophy of Colour and its Signifi- j 
cance: The Higher Octaves of Colour ; The Therapeutic Effects 
of Colour Definitely Elucidated; The Lower Octaves of Oolour: 
The Wearing of Gems, a Reasonable Practice ; the Well-Developed L 
Aura.

Lecture III.— I
The Human Aura as an Indicator of Health and Character, with I 
Reflections on the Aura of Habitation; Health Aura; The Ann I 
of Buildings ; How to Purify one’s Aura ; The Psychic Aura; The i 
Aura of a Telepathist; The Auric Belt; Heavens and Hells; Dis
sipated Aura ; The True Philanthropist; Perfect Harmony.

PRICE Is. 2d. NET, POST FREE.
OFFICE OF LIGHT,, no, ST. MARTINS LANE, W.C. h
PSYCHO-THERAPY. ITS DOCTRINE AND PRACTICE.

By DR. ELIZABETH SEVEBN, Ph.D.
Db. Elizabeth Severn enjoys a high reputation in this 

country and in the United States, both as a lecturer and a I 
successful practitioner and healer by Psycho-Therapy or 
Mind-Cure. This book deals with the philosophy and method I 
of mind cure, with a convincing chapter of specific cases L 
that give ample proof of the author’s successful demonstra- | 
tion of her theories. The educative aspect of her method as ! 
here set forth is unique in that, while it relieves the patient's I 
immediate difficulties, it also trains him to an efficient con- I 
trol of body, thought and feeling, thus removing the likeli
hood of a return of physical disability. At the same time I 
it stimulates his latent energies and raises the power of his I 
personal equation.

Contents—The Science and Art of Healing, Psychological 1 
Basis of Mind, Specific Mental Causes of Disease, Rationale I 
of Treatment, Educational Aspect of Healing, Spiritual I 
Significance of Healing, Cases.

Cloth, gilt, 211 pages, 3/10 net post free.
OFFICE OF LIGHT. U0, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.O .

DO THE DEAD DEPART?
And Other Questions.

By E. KATHARINE BATES.
CONTENTS—Objections and Instances of Spirit Return, A Mothers I 
Guardianship in America, Curious Illustration of Spirit Methods I 
Biblical Incidents. Clairvoyance, Clairaudience, Reincarnation, Auto- I 
matio Writing, Materialisation, How the Dead Depart. Guardian l

Children, &c.

Paper Covers, 284 pages, 1/4 net post free.
OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT,’ 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.0.
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